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Local
issues on
minds of
Winters,
Henley

I

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
State Rep. Melvin Henley
and Sen. Ken Winters say they
are not opposed to Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's call for a possible
special session of the Kentucky
legislature this summer and
would take the opportunity to do
as much as possible for
Calloway County.
After meeting with legislative leaders late last week,
Fletcher said he was planning to
call state lawmakers back into
session to work on a bill providing tax incentives for companies
willing to locate facilities in
Kentucky. He is now on a trip to
the Far East where he is expected to visit business leaders in
China, Japan and other countries
according to an Associated Press
report.
He has cited at least one company considering "a significant
investment" in the state and has
said a tax-incentive package is
needed. The governor will
reportedly also ask the legislature to consider approving about
$370 million in university building projects he vetoed last year;
impact conan action that c
of new scitinued cons
urray State
ence buildings
University; now about $12 mulion in the red.
Henley, R-Murray, said
Wednesday morning that he
would do his best for Calloway
County, MSU and the Fifth .
District if a special session takes
place.
"I personally feel that it's
probably not necessary, but
don't have any control over
what happens," he said, adding
that the legislature could have
passed any similar legislation
during the 2007 session, but did
not. "If (House Speaker Jody)
Richards and (Sen. President
David) Williams had thought it
was that important we would
have passed that bill in the last
session.Henley said he was not aware
of the identity of the company
interested in locating in the state
nor the details of any business
arrangement on which to base an
opinion. "So I have no idea how
pressing it is or what the time
frame is or anything else," he
said. "I'm on my way back
home from Frankfort and
nobody up here knows anything
for sure."
Winters said he was in favor
of a special session, despite the
estimated $60,000 per day cost,
because it could move the state
forward economically and greatly benefit MSU construction
projects.
"We have an issue with some
of these energy companies wanting to locate here and we probably ought to go ahead and deal
with that one," he said. "But I
also have requested that, if we
have one, that we include the
issue of the vetoed university
building projects from last time
and if that issue gets on the
docket then it provides us an
opportunity to deal with the
wording change on the Murray
State science project."

•See Page 2A
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Preacher
appeals
to high
court
'Brother Jim' case
involves speech
on college campus
By The Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — A campus evangelist
restricted by Vincennes University to a walkway in
front of the student union is appealing to the U.S.
Supreme Court in hopes of being able to preach
again on a lawn outside the school's library.
James "Brother Jim" Gilles, who is being represented by the Christian public-interest group
Alliance Defense Fund, asked the court on Tuesday
to hear his appeal of a 7th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals order in February siding with the statesupported junior college.
Gilles, an Evansville native now based in
Symsonia, Ky., said he was fighting a growing
trend among universities to limit free speech by
requiring evangelists to be invited or relegating
them to isolated areas of campuses.
"It was not real conducive to drawing a crowd,'1
Gilles, who claims to have preached on 333 cam-,
poses in 49 states and six countries since 1982,said.
••
Wednesday during a telephone interview
•
Evansville.
will
it
University attorney Dan Siewers said
argue the case does not deserve to be heard by the
nation's highest court.
"All we asked him to do was to use the area in
front of the student union. It isn't some isolated,
out-of-the way area where no one goes," Siewers
said.
The case dates to 2001, when Gilles —

With mowing season here, state
tells motorists to be aware, slow
down around mowing zones
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
As workers continue to mow state roadways in Calloway
County and around the western Kentucky region, Keith Todd is
warning motorists to exercise extreme caution when approaching
and passing mowers on the sides of highways.
Todd, public information officer for Kentucky Department of
Highways Districts One, said his district usually averages one incident and several close calls per year involving drivers colliding
with mowers.
Todd said drivers can avoid any close calls by slowing their
speed and giving mowers a wide berth.
"The most important thing you can do is just slow down," he
said. "A lot of people see the mower signs and don't realize it's a
work zone. We need them to give the folks on the tractors a break.
"There's a lot going on when you're on one of those things;
you're trying to mow, watching to avoid embankments and other
things and having to watch out for traffic too. It makes for a pretty
busy time," Todd added.
Yesterday, mowers were working in town around 16th Street and
the Five Points area.
And according to Todd, motorists need to be especially alert for
mowers this summer, as the department has added two mowing

TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times
Above, a sign alerts motonsts to the presence of mowers on the side of Ky. 1660
Tuesday afternoon. Drivers are asked to
slow down around mowers and give them
a wide berth, top photo.

II See Page 2A

Freedom Fest sends piggies 'wee,
wee, wee' all the way to your home
Special to the Ledger
Watch out for your yard to be
temporarily transformed into a pigpen as Shazham and Ivy go "Wee,
Wee. Wee All the Way Home."
Starting Monday, the painted
ceramic pigs will be moving from
yard to yard with other signs and
greetings to promote Freedom Fest.
For a $15 contribution, Shazham the
Pig will be removed from your yard.
With that contribution, residents will
be able to choose the pig's next location.
A notice will be given to all recipients informing them who sent the
pig to them. The pig will travel until
the beginning of the Freedom Fest
Extravaganza on June 29 when they
will cry "wee, wee, wee all the way
home" to to Squealin' on the Square.
Businesses should beware too.
Ivy, the Town and Gown pig will be
going wee, wee, wee to the front of
local businesses as well.
Businesses will also make a contribution of $15 to move Ivy along
her path to Freedom Fest.
The contributions made through
"Wee, Wee. Wee All the Way Home"
will help Murray Tourism keep
Freedom Fest events growing and
affordable for everyone.

I.
Saturday

•See Page 2A

Farmers hurt
by freeze can
seek assistance
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
Kentucky farmer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
wheat harvest
good
a
for
hopes
Ha!comb's
Don
were snuffed out by a spring freeze that ruined
nearly half his crop.
Now Halcomb and other farmers can seek lowinterest emergency loans to help offset crop losses
from early April when temperatures plunged into
the upper teens to low 20s.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture notified
Kentucky officials Wednesday that farmers across
the state can apply for the assistance. USDA determined that 118 of the state's 120 counties suffered
enough production losses to warrant a disaster declaration by Agriculture Secretary Mike Johanns;
the other two counties are eligible as adjacent
counties.
State officials estimate that the freeze inflicted
more than $80 million in crop losses statewide, hitting winter wheat, peach, apple and grape crops the

Photo provided
above.
shown
is
Square
the
on
Squealin
for
pigs
One of the ceramic
A new Freedom Fest promotic7 will put a pig in front of a person's
unsushome or business, and for a fee can be passed off to another
pecting victim.
or
Be sure to watch as you travel Murray Tourism at 759-2199
around Murray this month to see check the website at www.tourmurray corn.
where the pigs are rooting!
For more information. contact
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hardest.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell. R-Ky., said the
assistance will help affected farmers "pay their
essential farm and living expenses." Gov. Ernie
Fletcher had requested a statewide disaster designation in mid-April. Farmers interested in applying
for the assistance should contact their local Farm
Service Agency office, according to McConnell's
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State finances strong but lean times loom
By ROBERT TANNER
AP National Writer
States spent freely this year.
though worry about tighter
times ahead arc resulting in
more modest plans for the new
fiscal year that starts this summer. the nation's gosernors
reported Tuesday
Overall state spending ruse
this year well abOVC average
growth -- up 8.6 percent nationally over the previous year.
compared to 6.5 percent growth
on average over the past three
decades. That heavier spending
helped states cover higher costs
for health care, education and
employee pensions, according
to a new survey from the
National Governors Association
and the National Association of
State Budget Officers.
They were able to do so
because revenues came in
stronger than expected in the
current fiscal year, as they generally have for the last several

State budgets up
States saw spending rise this
year up 8 b percent nationally
over the previous year COmpated
to average 6 5 per, ern growth in
the past 30 years
Annual states budejat percent
Increase, sr laze iofY2008
20 percertt

FY 2008
4.2%*
FY 2007
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years. Fiscal conditions remain
"strong, stable, hot quite as
incredibly good as (this year),
but still incredibly good," said
Scott Pattison, executive -director of the budget officers group.

For all but four states, the
current fiscal year ends June 30.
The new survey found:
— Revenues came in above
or on target in 41 states. Nine
states saw revenues fall below
projections.
— For the overwhelming
majonty of states, budget plans
have held together. Only three
states — Michigan, Rhode
Island and Wisconsin — were
forced to cut budgets, while
New Jersey estimated a shortfall
but did not enact cuts, the report
found.
-- Year-end balances, an
important sign of the ability to
withstand an economic downturn, were estimated at 6 percent
of expenditures for the upcoming fiscal 2(1)8. The report
called those balances "healthy."
while noting they had dropped
from I I percent in 2006.
The higher spending is a natural reaction to the downturn of
2002-04, said Ray Scheppach,

Policolog

the NGA's executive director.
"We don't think it's out of line,"
he said.
The report predicts much
slower economic growth in the
next fiscal year, with spending
growing at roughly half of this
year's rate, or 4.2 percent.
strong
relatively
The
finances are a stark contrast
from the rough budgets states
faced after 2001. But finance
officers warned that there were
signs of turbulence ahead.
For instance, the number of
states preparing for their spending plans to either shrink or
grow less than 5 percent went
from 17 this year to an estimated 24 next year.
Separately, a report two
months ago on state finances
found a growing concern about
weakness in state sales tax revenues, and the possibility that
might lead to more widespread
revenue problems.

a

Murray Police Department
Tuesday at a South
• A bicycle was reported stolen at 7:58 a.m.
10th Street address.
station around 1:58 p.m.
• A complainant came into the police
Tuesday to report a stolen license plate.
p.m. Tuesday at the
• Criminal mischief was reported at 5:04
South.
641
U.S
Citgo station on
Tuesday at an Olive
• Felony theft was reported at 7:22 p.m.
Boulevard location
around 3:16 a.m
• A theft was reported in a room at Days Inn
Wednesday.
Apt. 3 at 5:40 p.m
• A theft was reported at 100 North Sixth St.,
— Information is obtained from reports
logs and citations from various agencies

II Farmers hurt ...
From Front
office
10 folThe cold spell that hit Kentucky from April 5 to April
accelerated the
that
weather
warm
unseasonably
of
stretch
a
lowed
growth of many crops.
to the
The freeze caused estimated losses of about $63 million
Clary, a
wheat crop and $19 million to fruit crops, said Bill
spokesman for the Kentucky Department of Agriculture.
wheat
Farmers are just starting to harvest what's left of the state's
Crop.

Sixty-eight percent of the statewide winter wheat crop was rated
the
poor or very poor, according to the latest weekly report by
office.
field
Kentucky
Service's
National Agricultural Statistics
percent
Another 28 percent of the wheat was considered fair and 4
good.
The ag reporting service forecasts that of the 420,000 acres of
averwheat planted last fall, 190,000 acres will be harvested. The
Kentucky
year,
Last
age yield is forecast at 38 bushels an acre.
farmers harvested 320,000 wits with an average yield of 71 bushels
an acre. Cash receipts from the 2005 wheat crop totaled $66 million.
Halcomb. who farms in Logan and Simpson counties in southern
Kentucky, said his I,000-acre wheat crop had the makings of good
yields until the late freeze.
The cold snap ruined 400 acres of his crop: he's already replanted the land into soybeans. For the rest of his wheat crop, he's
expecting yields to be cut in half.
It's been part of a frustrating growing season for Halcomb and
other producers.
"We've got the best prices in my life for the products we produce, and so far I've had the worst production," he said by telephone.
"If you don't have anything to sell, it's hard to cash in."
-To make matters worse, a dry spell has slowed development of
his corn and soybean crops. He said his area has gotten recent spotty rains but not enough to jump-start his crops.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 Times
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Work on Murray State University's now Chemistry Building (left)
connecting the two facilalk
tower
a
be
we
there
(nght),
and
Building
Biology
the
01
image
mirror
a
be
HMI. The structure will
ities, according to Dr Dewey Yeatts. associate vice president for facilities management.

•Winters, Henley ...
From Front
Winters said the cost IN
always an issue, hut can he mitigated by action that greatly
the
benefits
c 0 Hi ni n wealth
"In the big,
of
schc1114:
things. it•s not a
good thing to
lose a major
in
industry
Kentucky and
many
many.
lob% because of
Winters
daily
that
charge." he said "When you
really look at 11 many of us arc
raanaute going back and forth up
there once or twice a week anyway We would be there -for
other committee meeting'. and

4tier things going on
Richards and
However
Williams disagreed on whether
Fletcher should call the session.
according to the AP report_
Richards, 1)-Bowling Green.
says the governor should not
to
call lawmakers - hack
Frankton because he has not
proven that matters on the agenda are urgent enough to warrant
a special session and could wait
until the assembly returns in
2008.
1 said up trona I m Ile% CI an
favor of special sessions unless
they're really needed, and I've
nes er been in la% or unless
agreement."
total
there's
Richards said
R-Burkesville.
said at least one in two companies may he considenng facilities in Kentucky and the state

tive
composhould work on tax incentives
nents manufacsooner rather than later. He said
turer, which is
Hetcher should aim for schedulplanning a new
ing the session in early July and
million
$15
that, if there is no consensus
in
facility
between the two chambers, the
Shelbyville.
governor should wait until later
The list also
in the year and call lawmakers
includes Toyota
hack without an agreement.
Boshoku
Dunng his tnp abroad,
America Inc..
Fletcher is expected to meet Henley
which manufacwith businesses considering
locating in Kentucky as well as tures intenor auto parts. The
those already operating in the company announced in April it
state Japanese companies have V.45 setting up its North
about 150 facilities in Kentucky Amencan home office in northproviding more than 38,000 ern Kentucky.
Also. Howa USA Inc..
jobs, according to a report from
Economic recently broke ground on a new
state
the
plant in Bowling Green that will
Development Cabinet.
Three Japanese companies make automobile intenor prodhave moved ahead with projects ucts such as headliners, dashsince Fletchers visit last year. board insulators and sunshade
They include Nifco, an automo- tnms. according to an AP report.

II 'Brother Jim ...
From Front
‘lescrihril in the appeal, court's I eh 11
opinion as using "a confrontational style
that Mt Ilkley calling people in the crowd
entered the campus uninv fled
names.'
.uid began preaching, sparking a disturbance
in which campus police officers felt he was
iii danger
the uniscraits later adopted a Isola.) on
campus sales and sot 14. 11.)1It giN requiring out
saki% to obtain pr an approval I rum the dean
ot students and then Ii nii t their actic ities to
I patio in front ot the student union
the
Nathan Kellum. an attorney for the
Arizona based Alliance Detense Fund, said
federal appeals courts base lac en differing

opinions on the propriety of speech restnctions on public college campuses. and he
expressed confidence the Supreme Court
v.Ould agree to hear the cave
"li's about the nght of a Chnsuan to
share his beliefs on public property, just like
anyone else,- said KC HURL of Memphis.
Tenn
Ile also said Gilles was doing nothing
more provocative than starting a dialogue
with students
"There were different points of view, but
it was always cordial." Kellum said
The appeals court decision. written by
Judge Richard Posner, said the university
was within its nghts to protect its property
from Limn% lied guests

"Vincennes University has placed the
lawn completely off limits to uninvited outsiders, and if it can't do that without viola'
ing the C'onstitution. universities cannot
control their property,- Posner wrote.
Kellum said he expected the Supreme
Court to decide in three to four months
whether to accept the case.
Gilles said he has sued several universities over restricting his ability to evangelize
on their campuses. He tiled suit against
then-Murray State University • interim
President Tim Miller, President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson and Cums Center
Director Jim BaUrer in federal court last tall
for denying him speaking pnvileges at that
school's student center since 2004.

TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger 8 Times
A mower traverses the ditch on the Side of Ky. 1660
Wednesday afternoon. State mowers have been mowing the
sides of roads in Calloway County and motorists are urged to
exercise caution

IN Mow season ...
From Front
cycles this yea. Whereas in years past, workers have mowed all
state roads three times throughout the course of a year. they will
mow them five times this year.
In District One's 12 counties, there are 2,800 miles of statemaintained roads. Todd says. which keeps mowers busy through the
season.
In 2005. 1.074 people were killed in traffic fatalities that ocurred
in work zones, Todd said, a sobcnng number not only for drivers.
but especially for those who work on highways.
Twenty work zone fatalities °cuffed in Kentucky in 2005, three
of those were highway construction workers.
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KentuckylnBrief

LOOKING THINGS OVER

Gay rights groups concerned by
surgeon general nominee'sn'sstances
nominee toi sur-

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —Pi
geon general, Kentucky cardiologist Dr. James Holsinger, has come
under fire from gay rights groups for, among other things, voting to
expel a lesbian pastor from the United Methodist Church and writing in 1991 that gay sex is unnatural and unhealthy.
Also, Holsinger helped found a Methodist congregation that.
according to gay rights activists, believes homosexuality is a matter
of choice and can be "cured."
"He has a pretty clear bias against gays and lesbians," said
Christina Gilgor, director of the Kentucky Fairness Alliance, a gay
rights group. -This ideology flies in the face of current scientific
medical studies. That makes me uneasy that he rejects science and
promotes ideology."
Holsinger, 68, has declined all interview requests.
Blair Jones, a White House spokesman, said in a telephone interview Wednesday night that Holsinger had spent his career in public
service and taking care of others.
"On numerous occasions, Dr. Holsinger has taken up the banner
for underrepresented populations, and he will continue to be a
strong advocate for these groups and all Americans," Jones said.

Witness in foster child murder case
extradited to Kentucky was given immunity

MAYSVILLE, Ky.(API — A woman who
in Ohio for testifying against a couple convicted of murdering a foster child arrived Wednesday night in Kentucky after waiving extradition on an evidence tampering charge in the case.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes
Amy Baker, 25, was escorted by Mason County Sheriff Patrick
University's
State
and an employee of the sheriff's office as she arrived at the
Murray
on
Boggs
roof
the
at
Tuesday
look
a
take
Murray
in
Roofing
Will Aubrey, left, and Dan Reeves of Swift
County Detention Center.
the
on
Mason
work
e
maintenanc
Oakley Applied Bctonce Building. The men said Swift Roofing will be performing some preventive
surrendered April 20 after an arrest warrant was issued for
She
structure and the adjacent MSU School of Agriculture Building.
her and had been held at the Clermont County jail in Ohio on
$50,000 bond.
Mason County Attorney John Estill told The Ledger Independent
of Maysville that arraignment for Baker will likely be Monday.
Baker was a key witness in the death of 3-year-old Marcus
into Kentucky from
coming
motorists
The developmentally disabled boy died last August after his
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State getting ready for 70 mph speed limit

Police say woman whose body was
found in park was victim of foul play
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Hutson, Inc.

Best selections for your spring chores
John Deere 5000 Series Tractors
• Up to 99 engine hp
• Easy-to-use controls, comfort
you'll appreciate
• Available iMatch hitch for quick & easy implement hook-up
30
1e

• Best parts availability in the business
• Lower maintenance costs than comparable competitive
equipment

frakaailoitiatikau Aiiimeadok
John Deere 6000 Series Tractors
• Up to 105 PTO hp
• The industry's most comfortable cab
• Full-frame design for greater
durability & reliability
• Great for haying and loader work

John Deere 458 Round Baler
• DiamondTough- triple-weave belts
provide greater durability
• Optional C,overEdge- net wrap
reduces moisture levels and protects
bales better
• Mechanical bale-forming indicators

Stop by for details on our latest selections & prices!
Clarksville, TN • 411 Alfred Thun •(931)647-0029
Mayfield, KY • 1201 Fulton Road •(270) 247-4456
Russellville, KY • 250 Shelton Lane •(270) 726-7171
AG-HUT v

www.yourlandyourbrand com

Princeton, KY • 1117 Hopkinsville Road •(270) 365-2053
Morganfield, KY • 118 Jim Veatch Road •(270) 389-3668
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PeLAX...
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

TAMPA BAY
['NIL RAY5
FAN.

Misplaced priorities
It is disappointing to believe Kentuckians are
more vocally concerned with the number of wins
and losses racked up last season by former UK
basketball coach Tubby Smith than about the
growing number of discrepancies in the resume of
recently appointed Kentucky Education Commissioner Barbara Erwin.
The Kentucky Board of Education in a unanimous vote approved Erwin to the state's highest
school post last month with a four-year contract
paying $220,000 a year. Their 10-0 vote came
despite a cloud of questions and doubt about the
truthfulness of her resume that continue to accu74
mulate. Add to this the fact that Erwin has
received other states' mixed reviews on her leadership style and past accomplishments and one has
to wonder if a bad and potentially costly hiring
decision has been made.
Consider these discrepancies and Erwin's public
responses from recent published reports:
Erwin notes in her resume having twice
received the Texas Superintendent of the Year
award. Unfortunately, the Texas Association of
Superintendents, one of the groups listed on her
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To the Editor.
The Humane Society of the United States would like to
thank and congratulate U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield. R-Ky., for
successfully passing his bill to restore federal protections for
wild horses and burros from the sale and subsequent slaughter for human consumption overseas.
In late April. the U.S. House of Representatives passed
H R 249 overwhelmigly by more than a two to one margin
in a vote of 277 to T-37 Rep Whitfield's bill restores a
decades-old ban on the commercial sale and slaughter first
enacted under the Wild and Free-Roaming Horses and Burros
Act of 1971. but stnpped away by a controversial nder in
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The slaughtenng of Amenca's horses is a betrayal of our
responsibility to animals. We're extremely grateful to Rep
Whitfield for leading the charge in the House of Representatives to end the barbaric slaughter of our wild horses We
urge the t S Senate to follow suit and pull in the reins on
this

t.ruel

practice
Sincerely.
Michael Markarian
Executive Vice President

IfilK SIPS

The Humane Societs of the United Si

4
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Wicked, the backstory to the
Wizard of Oz. She just finished Dr. Bob Lochte's book
about Nathan Stubblefield,
Kentucky Farmer Invents

Read Main Street online
at WWW.murrayledgercom.
Contact the columnist directly
at constancealexander@ new
wasecommnet.
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i/ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-inalled to
editeriluierray4edger.coun.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone minsber for verification purposes. Eluded letters meet have address and phone essiaber.
No letters Mil be /rioted astowymoinly.
s/ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legibie.
al The Men-ay Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reiect any latter.. the basis it length, sty* seeding,
grammar, libel. good taste and frequent ceetrIbuten I.
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OBITUARIES/NATIONAL

Obituaries
James W. Thurmond
James W. Thurmond, 88, Glendal
e Place, Murray, died
Wednesday, June 6, 2007, at 6 p.m. at
Glendale Place.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.
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Kansas teen's abductor caught

OVERLAND PARK, Kan.
(AP) — A man seen on surveillance video leaving a store
Mrs. Dorothy A Orten
shortly before a teenager was
Mrs. Dorothy A. Orten, 85,
Brinn Road, Murray, died
Wednesday, June 6, 2007, at 1:30 p.m. at
abducted in the parking lot has
Britthaven of Benton.
She was a former employee of Fisher
been arrested, hours after her
Price in Murray.
Preceding her in death were her first
husband, Owen Futrell, her body was fotind in a park,
second husband, Cecil Orten, one son,
Jesse Futrell, two sisters, authorities said.
Debris Walker Seaford and Ravanel
l McGreggor, and four brothers,
Edwin R. Hall, 26, was
Deward Walker, Sedley Walker, Jesse
Walker and Charles (Garth) expected to be charged this
Walker. Born Oct. 8, 1921, in Calloway
County, she was the daugh- morning with premedi
tated firstter of the late Charlie Walker and Jessie
Levi Maupin Walker.
degree murder and aggravated
Survivors include two sons, Earl Futrell
and wife, Amanda, and
kidnapping, Overland Park
William (Bill) Futrell, and one stepson, Ron
Often and wife, Linda,
all of Murray; 10 grandchildren, Tommy,
Police
Chief John Douglass
Teddy, Joe, Ben, Tyler,
Madison, Jamie, Jason, Bill Jr. and Kory
said.
Futrell; nine great-grandchildren.
Kelsey Smith, 18, had been
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller - missing since Saturday night,
Funeral Home. Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate
when she went to a Target store
. Burial will follow in the Scotts Grove Cemetery. Visitati
on will be at the funeral in this Kansas City suburb to
home from 510 8 p,m. today (Thursday).
buy a gift for her boyfriend.
Surveillance video showed
Mrs. Lottie Marelk Wells
her
being forced into her car
Mrs. Lotue MareIle Wells, 86, Temple Texas,
formerly of around 7:10
Murray, Ky., died Wednesday, June 6, 2007, in a
p.m., and the car
hospital at Temple.
drove off. It was found in a nearPrior to her retirement in 1976, she was employ
ed with General
Motors Fischer Body Plant in Livonia, Mich., She
moved to Temple by mall parting lot about two
from Murray, Ky., nine years ago. She was a
hours later.
member of Nonhside
Church of Christ, Temple.
Douglass said Hall appeared
Born July 30, 1920, in Murray, she was the daughte
r of the late to be the same person shown in
Thomas Terry and Gracie Phelps Terry.
the video leaving the Target Greg Smith, center, reads a statement as his wife Missey, left, and daughter Lindsey, listen at
She was married to Euel Radford Wells in Wayne
County, Mich., soon after Smith. He was wear- Hillcrest Covenant Church in Prairie Village, Kan., Wednesday. Police found
a body they
on Dec. 22, 1941, and he died June 9, 1987. An
believe is that of a the teenager Kelsey Smith who disapp
infant daughter, ing a white T-shirt,
eared four days ago after she was
sneakers,
Glenda Faye Wells, also preceded her in death.
apparently abducted from a store parking lot. Police Chief
shorts and a goatee.
John Douglass said the body was
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Brenda Risinger
, Temple,
-This community has lost a found across the state line at a lake in Grandview, Mo. Positive identification was pending, but
and two grandchildren.
A graveside service will be held at a later date in Murray
vibrant and promising life and a authorities believed it was 18-year-old Kelsey Smith.
with
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
"As 1 understand she was
Temple family has suffered unimaginFuneral Home of Temple. Texas, was in charge of
arrangements able tragedy," said Phil! Kline, found at a wooded area, but I
there.
prosecutor for Johnson County, can't say whether
she was
Kan.
directly concealed by bushes,"
Stephen Ray Newberry
Police said Hall's vehic144. Douglass told reporter
s.
Stephen Ray Newberry, 50, Winston-Salem, N.C., died
Friday, matched the description of a
Officers had been searching
June 1, 2007, in Winston-Salem.
dark mid-1970s Chevrolet pick- the lake area since
A native of Calloway County, Ky., he was the son of the
Tuesday after
late
up that was seen entering the tracing signals from
Hubert Newberry and Mary Jo Starks Newberry of Almo,
Smith's cell
Ky.
Target parking lot shortly after phone. Investigators
Mr. Newberry was a member of a lodge of Free and Accepte
isolated
d
Smith's car.
Masons.
two signals from an area in
Survivors include his former wife, Beverly Newberry; two
"I want to again express my south Kansas City,
sons,
Mo.
Derrick Newberry and Christopher Newberry, all of McLeans
condole
nces to the Smith famiville,
Before a memorial service
N.C.; one brother, Ron Newberry, Charlotte, N.C.; two nieces,
ly," Douglass said. "I realize Wednesday evening
Kim
, Smith's
Sutler, Bridgewater, Mass.. and Monica Newberry, St. Petersb
urg, that this is not the preferred con- father, Greg Smith. thanked
the
Fla.; several aunts, uncles and cousins in Calloway County.
clusion. While we cannot give hundreds of volunte
ers and
Forbis & Dick Funeral Home, Greensboro, N.C., was in charge
them their daughter back, we everyone else
of arrangements.
involved in the
can at least give them justice."
search for his daughter.
Douglass said police had
"She could walk into a room
received more than 500 tips in full of strangers and
walk out
the case and had questioned with a room full
of friends,"
numerous people, including Smith told the gatherin
g, fightHall, who was arrested at the ing tears.
end of hisinterview Wednesday.
"Her excitement and passion
Douglass said there was no for life was unmatched,"
he
evidence that Hall and Smith said. "She lived more
in 18
BLOOMFIELD, Conn.(AP) would not speculate on what she
AP
knew each other. He declined to years than many people
An unidentified supporter of Kelsey Smith breaks down
-- Officers fanned out inside might have experienced during
do with
offer
a
motive
for
the attack or a great deal more time."
Adam Gault's unkempt home, the past year.
Wednesday at a Target store in Overland Park, Kan. as
she
specify whether investigators
stepping around piles of debris
After his daughter's body gathered with other supporters in the parking lot where Smith
"We can all assume a 14had
detemnned that Smith was was found, Kimberly
in their search for clues in the year-old under the influenc
Kincade, was abducted last Saturday. The group were awaiting news
e of a
yearlong disappearance of a 40-year-old had been harmed
killed in Kansas, where the mur- 39, was one of only
a few people amid rumors that Smith's body had been found in a wooded
in
teenage girl.
der charge was to be filed.
some way," Water said.
who remained at the makeshift area about 20 miles east.
Already
Police found Smith's body in staging area for searche
Gault, 41, was charged with
rs in the keep us the stronges
fearing
the
t is Kelsey," with you anymore. I can't hold
unlawful restraint, reckless a wooded area near Grandview, Target parking
lot, surrounded Kincade said,
worst and with
fighting tears. you, arid I can't hug you. But
endangerment, custodial interMo., about 20 miles east of the by stacks of fliers
and cases of "She's up
evidence
of
there looking down both of my arms are wrapping
ference, interfering with an offi- Target store. Authorities did not
water and soda.
foul play in
and saying, 'I know this is bad, around you, and I'm there
cer, risk of injury to a minor and say how she died.
with
-The person who is going to
hand,
one
forgery. Ann Murphy, 40,
and I know that I'm not there you.
investigator
described by police as Gault's
pushed aside a
common-law wife, was charged
:nondescript
with conspiracy to commit reckdresser by the
less endangerment. conspiracy
stairway
to Gauft
to commit custodial interference
PAW PAW, Mich.(AP) — A hospital as a precaution. He had
ing a guy in .a wheelchair on Red -stepped from his cab and
reveal a small,
and risk of injury to a minor.
saw
man was taken on a wild ride been secured to his wheelch
air Arrow Highway," state police for himself.
hidden door. He slid open the
Another resident, 26-yearwhen his wheelchair became by a seat belt.
said in a release.
lock and peered inside.
"When he saw us, he was
old Kimberly Cray, was charged lodged in the grille of a semi"The man spilled his soda
Authorities initially won- like, 'What's going on?"
"Lieutenant, you better get in with reckless endangerment, trailer and was
accidentally pop, but he wasn't upset." said dered whether
the report was a Morton said.
here,"
he
conspiracy to commit custodial
pushed down a highway for four Sgt. Kathy Morton of
the prank call until others called
called
An investigation revealed the
out,
Interference, risk of injury to a miles at about 50 mph, authori- Michigan State Police.
with similar reports.
incredulous, as
man in the wheelchair had
minor and conspiracy to commit ties said.
About 4 p.m. Wednesday, a
Officers stopped the truck — pulled in front of the truck at a
a pale 15-yearunlawful restraint.
The 21-year-old man, whose caller told police dispatchers,
wheelchair still attached — at a gas station and it someho
old wordlessly
w
name was not released, was "You are not going to believe
Authorities said the girl had
trucking company. The driver became lodged by its handles to
peered
up
unharmed but was taken to a this: There is a semi truck pushrun away from her Bloomfield
didn't believe officers until he the front grille.
from the bare
home several times before vanfloor.
ishing last June.
Expecting
"She is a child from troubled
to leave the
circumstances and found what
house with a Murphy
she believed to be a friend."
DNA swab and
Blatter said.
perhaps
other • evidence
Initially, investigators worInvestments Since 1854
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3 arrested after missing girl
is found locked in hidden
room in Connecticut home

Michigan man in wheelchair takes wild ride
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Coldwater 40's annual reunion
scheduled here on Saturday
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Murray Woman's Club celebrates 100 years
Die Murray Woman's Club
celebrated its 100th anniversao ssiiti a Sunday afternoon
.Cententrial Celebration" Apnl
N The c Illh Was organized as
.111 "As lou Like It" club in
1905 hy eight enterprising
rroung ladies, then Federated
In 1907 as the Murray Woman's
r 'tub
(her the past I(X) years, the
luh has been lead by 54 presidents The club was honored
tri have the following former
presidents in attendance at the
elebration: Neva Grey Allbritten it 9(,0-1962). Lois Keller
11968-1970), Sina Richardson
11970-19721. Peggy Billington
t 1976-1978), Bonnie Jones
I I 978- I 980). Cecilia Brock
i1980-1982), Oneida Boyd
1982-19841, Frances Galloway
1986-1987), Barbara Brandon
1989-1991k Sue Allison(199S1997 t. Linda Scott(1997-1999),
1.0e, Mims(1999-2000), Mary
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.'Sim
Martha Crafton (2002-2004).
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Area Schools Reunion Satur
Reunion will

be SatThe annual Golden Pond Area Schools
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Between the Lakes. A potluck picnic will be
all the area
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more
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'Movies in the Park' Frida
Park" will

be Friday with
The third annual "Movies in the
Adams, Omar
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starring
Wheel"
"Fly
the movie being
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Gooding and Clifton Powell and festivities beginni
es InterMinistri
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be
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For more
Harvest Land Hangout at 1306D South 12th St.
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Glory Bound Friday

be FriGlory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will
Goshen Unitday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of
Featured
ed Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella.
Calvary.
will he Jeff Prater, Iva Hodges, and Echoes from
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#469
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter
Public
will meet today at 5:15 pin the annex of Calloway
ion
Library. The meeting is open to the public. For informat
3.
call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-417

di.,
bath

meet
Narcotics Anonymous will Tuesday

and ThursNarcotics Anonymous will meet each
to St.
day at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next
or 1John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419
877-447-2(8)4.
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present the
The Music Ministry of First Baptist Church
patnottc spectacular, "I Believe in America,- as a part of the
Freedom Fest 2007 with the program scheduled to be Monday, July 2. at 7 p.m. at Lovett auditorium on the Murray
State University campus. As a special treat, the church invites
all area singers to join the group to sing in the communitywide "Freedom Fest Choir." Rehearsals are held each Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. and each Sunday at 7 p.m. in the choir
rehearsal room of First Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth St.,
Murray. For more information call Mike Crook at First Baptist Church during regular business hours at 753-1854.

reunion
CCHS Class of 1997 plans
of 1997 has scheduled

Calloway County High School Class
its 10-year reunion for the weekend of June 16. Activities will
include a tour of CCHS on Saturday at 10 a.m and a catered
dinner beginning at 6 p.m. at the Murray Banquet Center. For
more information or to make reservations, contact Josh McKeel at 227-1831 or at iosh.nsckeelt#calloway.kysc:hools.us.

CCHS Class of 1987 plans reunion

Calloway County High School Class of 1987 will have its
20-year reunion on Saturday, Sept. I. in the Murray room of
the Regional Special Events Center of Murray State University. If you are a member of this class, or know someone who
is, please submit your information for free at www.classmates.com
or e-mail Lee Ann Taylor at cchsclassof87@hotmaitcom for
more details concerning the dinner and other events that weekend

MHS Class of 1997 plans reunion

Murray High School Class of 1997 is planning its 10-year
reunion, scheduled for Saturday, Aug. IS, from 7 p.m. to midnight at 1 Edwards. Murray To RSVP either e-mail mhsrerinion1997(#gmail corn or call Angie Colson Kimbro at 759o554

Dice Run changed to June 23

ihe Bnggs & Stratton Dice Run has been rescheduled for
lime 21 in the parking lot of the firm. For more information
all Georgia Paschall at 759-1680. ext. 1158

a
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Recipes for summer drinks are listed
It's summer and It's time
to set outside and relax,
..Ha Ha!
With all of our busy days
we need to take time to sip
a cool drink in the shade.
My old
favorite is
Southern
Ice Tea,
but now
e have to
:aye out
the sugar
for Splenda. Take a
large dutch
Tried & True oven pan,
Recipes add 1 quart
By Mr Mom - water and
Mark Anderson four tea
bags. Bring
to a boil and cover pan,
then remove from stove and
let set for 10 minutes. Then
add 1/2 quart of ice and 1
1/2 to 1 3/4 cup sweetener.
Pour into a large glass filled
with ice and add a little
mint. Or my favorite is to
open a can of peaches in
heavy juice and add to my
tea.
My friends and family
have found me many other
summer drinks over the
sears and here are a few.
Summertime Citrus Chill
— 3 lemons, freshly
squeezed
— 3 oranges, freshly
squeezed
—6 bags black Pekoe tea
—4 c. water
— 2/3 - 3/4 c. sugar
Fill blender with ice. Add
frozen lemonade and water.
Blend together until smooth.
Slice fruit into circles. Place
I orange slice at bottom of
each glass and then add
some lemonade. Place 1
lemon slice in glass and top
with more lemonade. Continue alternating fruit slices and
frozen lemonade until glass

is almost full. Garnish glass
with lime circle (cut slit in
lime slice to place on rim
of glass.) Place straw in
glass.
Andrew's Summer Drink
— 3 lemons, freshly
squeezed
— 3 oranges, freshly
squeezed
— 6 bags black Pekoe tea
—4 c. water
— 2/3 - 3/4 c. sugar
Squeeze lemon and
oranges and pour into a
pitcher. Bring to a boil the
water and tea bags and simmer for 5 minutes. Remove
and drain tea bags. Add
sugar and stir. Add tea and
sugar mixture to the juice.
Fill pitcher with water and
ice cubes. Serves up to 8.
Mojo's Summer Drink
— 2 cans crushed pineapple (20 oz. each)
— 1 c. evaporated milk
(12 oz.)
— 1 c. sugar
Blend all together and add
water to make I gallon.
Chill and add ice.
Summer Slush Drink
—4 sm. or 2 lg. pkg.
Jello dissolved in 4 c. hot
water
— 1/2 c. sugar
— 1 (12 oz.) can frozen
orange juice
—1 (12 oz.) can frozen
pineapple juice
— 1 (12 oz.) can frozen
lemonade
— 1 gallon water
Mix all together and
freeze in ice cream pails (2).
Easy Cool Summer
Drink
—3-4 oz. ice
— 4 oz. plain yogurt
— 1 tsp. maple syrup (or
to taste)
— I banana or 3-4 oz.
raspberries or 3-4 oz. peaches

Whirl together...in blender.
Kim 's Summer Cooler
— 3/4 c. rum, or to taste
(light) or rum flavoring
— 1/2 pt. hulled fresh
strawberries
— I peeled fresh banana
— 1/2 can (Ig.) cream of
coconut
— Crushed ice
— Blender
Place strawberries, banana
and cream of coconut in
blender. Blend, add rum,
blend, start adding ice until
frosty consistency. Pour into
tall glasses and serve immediately. Rum can be left out
for children's drink treat.
Makes 4 drinks.
Orange Berry Teaser
— 2 cups strawberries,
quartered
— 2 cups raspberries
washed
— 2 1/2 cups orange
juice
— 1/2 cup sugar more
for taste
— I tablespoon fresh
lime juice
— club soda
Combine in a blender,
blend berries, orange juice,
1/2 cup sugar and lime juice
until smooth. Screen puree
through a fine colander into
a large measuring cup or
bowl, pressing hard on
solids. Chill puree, covered,
until cold and stir in additional sugar. Puree keeps,
covered and chilled, 2 days.
Fill tall glasses with ice and
add enough berry puree to
fill each glass by three quarters. Top off drinks with
club soda and stir well.
Remember to say Haaaa!
and "That's a Keeper!" If
you have a favorite summer
dish or dessert please e-mail
mrmommurray@bellsouth.net
or write Mr. MOM, Murray
Ledger & Times. Now go
out and refresh your self!

..ded

WHEELCHAIR DONATED: Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 recently presented a wheel
chair to Woodland Nature Station, Land Between the Lakes. The presentation to Jami Carol,
Kelly Weirtin and Less Sticklin was by Heather Faught, fraternal coordinator, and Freda
Lovett, Brooks Rose, Dot Bazzell, Dorothy Hays, Dorothy Hargrove, Dot McNabb and Lavonia
Rowland, lodge members.

Writer's Potpourri plans meeting
Writer's Potpourri will be
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Calloway
County
Public
Library. All
interested
writers are
invited.
Wilma
J. Sanders,
director,
has
Writer's released
Potpourri some of
Wilma Sanders, the poems
Director
written by
the participants as follows:
The Great Creator
By Mane Jarrett
He needs no man-made
machines
He spoke the word
and the world became real
He heard my voice
He needs no recorder
or camera lens
to see the dark
that lies within
He needs no VCR
or TV screen
to inform Him
of my weakness
My thoughts and words
He records in the
Lamb's Book of Life
Without the use of
Man-made machines.

Photo provided
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the
at
Society
Genealogical
Brown, Carolyn
standing. Frances Spillman, Clyde Tidwell, Harold Dalton, seated, Shirley
at 11 a.m.
meet
will
society
The
Cole.
Ruth
pictured,
Tidwell and Becky Jo Jones and not
viewing and
for
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open
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Bailey
Bill
Murray.
in
Park
Central
Saturday at
bnng a sack lunch.
the tour will be followed by lunch in the gazebo. Each one is asked to
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named to
CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky.
— Campbellsville University
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Frank D Cheatham has
announced the academic honors' list for the spring 2(X)7
semester.
Jessica Gaile Johnson. a
sophomore from Murray. is
among those named to the
president's list.
The academic honors' list
who
students
recognizes
achieve a grade point average
of 3.50 or above for the semester with a course load of at
least 12 hours.
The spring 2007 academic
honors' list includes a total of
397 students, with 140 achieving a 4.0 grade point average
and having been named to the
president's list. Others who
have achieved a grade point
average of 3.5-3.99 are named
to the dean's list: there are
257 named to that list.

Mother
By LaShell Jones
A person who's sweet.
I can call her Mom
or Mother.
Kind, caring, fun.
Some might think
she's boring,
But I think she's nice,
I love her
and she loves me.
She's my favorite

Golden Silence
By Dorothy Locke Inman
They say "Silence is golden."
I guess it is true.
For I can sit in silence
underneath a sky of blue.
I may ponder about anything
and can commune with
God.
The birds nesting in a
tree
and even in my mind
with you.
It may be called E.S.P.
that I wouldn't know.
But silence is golden
When you let your mind
flow.

A Grandmother's Love!
By Stephanie Cunningham
There is a friend
of mine who is a
Grandmother! She
has a grandson
and a granddaughter.

VISIT ONE OF OUR OPEN HOUSES IN KENTUCKY
SATURDAY, JUNE 9TH • 1:00-3:00 P.M. TO ENTER THE

"WIN FREE GAS FOR A
YEAR" SWEEPSTAKES

honors' list

Not So Foreign After All
By Margaret R. Elkins
Soldiers fight and die
In a land
Where civilization began.
Sailors fight and die
In the land
Of God's Chosen Clan.
Choppers crash and burn
In a land
Where Christianity began.
But the land in which our
troops
So bravely fight and fall
Is really not so foreign
after all.

The Farming Soldier
By Michael J. Inman
When World War Two
started.
He was like thousands
of other men his age.
Going to sign up
to defend our country.
Though turned down
because of his spine.
He helped in other ways.
Raising crops on his farm,
to help feed the troops
overseas.
And for this he too,
should be remembered
on Memorial Day.

First Star
By Wilma J. Sanders
There is a star
That I like best
I see it when
I look west
When the sky is clear
It's there each night
Shines down on earth
And twinkles bright
I don't make a wish
But say a prayer
To our Lord above
Who placed it there
He's always there
Just like the star
He's ever near
And never far.

They call her Granny!
When Granny talks
about her grandkids
You can tell she has
lots and lots of love
for them! I love to,
hear her talk about
them! Because I
feel like 1 know them!
I hope to meet her
Grandkids one day!
The love Granny
has for her grandchildren,
is the love my grandmoth-

person.

er
had for her five grandchildren,
and two great-grandsons.
When The Car Mews
By Danyelle Clark
When the cat mews
It's time to rise and shine
When the cat mews
It's meal time
Breakfast, lunch or supper
When the cat mews
the little girl says hi or
bye
It all depends
Early morning or late
afternoon
When the cat mews
It's time for a good night

snooze.
Let's Play Pool
By Lenda Easley
Let's play pool
You know the rules
Boys get your sticks
now here goes all
for our kicks!
Who will be the winner"
Often let you break
or are you a flake or
fake
Jake?
Let 'em roll in the hole
Can you do it
or are you a tease
Come on baby
Show us how to please
Shoot a long shot
Across that green
hit that hole
one more time
or will the chance be
mine.
Oh, I think I won
See girls can play pool!
Shoot a shot on a dime
Want me to do it
one more time.
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Arts
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Photo provided
SPECIAL PERFORMANCE: On May 26, Jackie Hill's piano students played for the residents
of Hickory Woods. They played many old favontes as well as classical and patriotic tunes.
Performers include Claire Wilson, Mikayla Groves, Madison Erwin, Emily Woods, Sydney
Bnttany Robertson. Abigail Stnnger, Allie Daniel, Landon Fike, Elizabeth Chadwick,
Michael Chadwick, Morgan Stnnger, Austin Chapman, Kara Taylor, Kelsey Daniel, and lin
Holmes.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 Times
The Playhouse in the Park summer camp for ages seven through 10 is currently under way,
according to Ross Bolen, Playhouse executive artistic director The production "Schoolhouse
Rock Live" opens Thursday, June 14, for a two-weekend run Pictured above, student cast
members participate in daily rehearsals at the theater

Playhouse to rock 'Schoolhouse'
Murray's Playhouse in the
Park Summer Camp 2007 will
present the lively "Schoolhouse
Rock Live. Jr." according to
Ross Bolen, Playhouse executive artistic director.
The production is based on
the ABC-TV educational animated series which aired from
the 1970s and 1980s. The book
is by George Keating, Kyle
Hall and Scott Ferguson with
lyrics by Bob Dorough. Dave
Frishherg, George Newall.
Kathy Mandry. Lynn Ahrens
and Tom Yohc. Music for the
production is by Bob Dorough,
Days Flightless.Geurge
Kathy Mandry, Lynn Ahrens
Y,'he
and
Auditions for the production were held in May with

local performances set for June
14 -24.
Schoolhouse Rock Live, Jr.
is a theatre camp show that
teaches more than theatre. Kids
of all ages will enjoy reliving
cartoon-filled Saturday mornings in front of the television.
with the stage version of these
iconic educational cartoon
shorts. The production contains
favorites such as "Conjunction
Junction." -Three is a Magic
Number" and "I'm Just a Bill."
Schoolhouse Rock Live, Jr.
is now reaching a third generation as it teaches grammar,
math and social studies in the
disguise of funny. characters
and infectious tunes, it was
reported.
"The three-week instruction-

al rehearsal camp is open to
the first 80 registrants between
the ages of seven and I I.
Murray's Playhouse in the
Park is housed in a 1907
train/freight depot and is located in the delightful park setting of the Murray-Calloway
County Park. According to the
Kentucky Arts Council. Playhouse in, the Park is one of
the oldest community theatres
in the state. The theatre is
home to West Kentucky PlayPhoto provided
wnghts and the Pail of Tadpoles Children's Theatre Com- TOP MUSIC STUDENTS PRESENTED: Linda Wnght recently presented her top three music
pany. Under Bolen's direction, students in recital. Receivinq the to Performance Awards from the fall 2006 recital were
the Playhouse produces yeagiaS.
d Mikala Wiggins, third place.
round theatrical fare %jai
ance and Wiggins performed on piano.
ter
includes musicals, comedies. Als recital celebrated 35 years of teaching music for Mrs. Wright. She received her Music
children's theatre, dramas and Education Degrees from Murray State University in 1972 and 1981. The next recital is schedoriginal works.
uled for November 11
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COME WITNESS
THE DAWN OF A
REVOLUTION IN

heart care.
Open House, Friday, June 8, 2 to 6 p.m.
The hospital at the heart of the region is bringing
the best in cardiac care together under one roof
with the new Raptift Heart Center.
Built with heart
Ilse '9.000-square-foot center has been designed
to make you and your family comfortable. while
healing your heart with the finest life-saving
cardiac technology and even a rooftop helipad
to speed treatment when minutes matter.
Opening our hearts to you
When your heart needs healing, it couldn't be
in a better place than the new Baptist Heart
(enter. The region's most experienced team
if healthcare professionals at Western Baptist
tiospital puts their beans into caring for yours.

Shuttle service is available during the Open House from
the parking lot at 24th Street and Kentucky Avenue.

hit more information, phone (270) 575-2918
of visit WM,eM Klpf II( 0fll

BAPTIST
HEART CENTER

WESTERN BAPiliErr HOSPITAL

OpensPeg

weiternbaptist.com

•

our hearts to you.
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COLLEGE HOOPS

Cards go deep on Reds

Nino:
Dilemma
over
Donovan
tough

rUJOLS'TWO-RUN BLAST ENOUGH FOR VICTORY
..4.,• ST. LOUIS(AP) — Albert Pujols
always knew the St. Louis Cardinals
*Id straighten things out.
.
...'Pujols' two-run homer snapped a
s..C!enth-inning tie, helping his surgteam beat the Cincinnati Reds 64'bri Wednesday night. The Cardinals
(t6-30) have won six of seven and
*lied five games behind first-place
t4lwaukee in the NL Central.
4...You look at our record and say
'Vow, it's a terrible season," Pujols
I."We knew the whole year wasgoing to be the way we started.
. knew everything was going to

us

'Kelly Stinnett drove in his first
Ai of the season subbing for Gary
Bennett, out of the lineup as a pre-

caution after getting beaned by
Aaron Harang on Tuesday. David
Eckstein added two hits and an RBI
for the Cardinals.
This is the closest the defending
World Series champions have been
to first place since April 29, the day
before reliever Josh Hancock died in
an auto accident. They were 10
games back on May 21.
"We're trying to sniff .500 and
we're still four under," manager
Tony La Russa said. -That's our only
goal right now, to be a winning
club."
Scott Hatteberg homered off the
foul pole in right and drove in two
runs for the Reds, who have lost four
straight and 11 of 15.

"I made some mistakes that hurt
me," losing pitcher Bronson Arroyo
said. "All of their runs were scored
on mistake pitches."
Pujols' 12th homer and third in
three games came on a 1-2 pitch
from Arroyo (2-7), who is 0-5 in six
starts since his last victory on May 6,
and the 413-drive to left-center put
the Cardinals ahead 6-4. Arroyo
squandered a 4-1 fifth-inning lead,
giving up six runs in 6 2-3 innings.
He's 0-3 with a 13,25 ERA in his last
four outings.
"My stuff has been about the
same all year," Arroyo said. -I'm just
not getting the job done, plain and
simple."
IN See CARDINALS, 2B

AP

Cardinals' first baseman Albert Pujols celebrates
after hitting a two-run home run during the seventh inning of Wednesday's game against
Cincinnati at Busch Stadium.

NBA FINALS

LeBron anives on big stage
,1

?AMES GETTING
'...111E ATTENTION
AS FINALS BEGIN

t. SAN ANTONIO tAP) —
tilted back on his
lad, LeBron James walked the
qieveland Cavaliers through the
Asedowy tunnel and into the
atena's gleaming lights — and
tbeir first NBA finals.
"We're here now!" James
Aiouted.
He brought them.
And he will decide how far
they'll go.
Tagged as the face of the
league and saddled with huge
expectations, James arrived at
basketball's ultimate stage
Wednesday as the Cavaliers and
San Antonio Spurs practiced for
the last time before Thursday's
Game 1 at AT&T Center.
The climactic setting is a new
one for the Cavaliers. It was
only four years ago when they
.1 won 17 games while playing in
front of as many empty seats as
filled ones at home.
"It was like we weren't even
in the NBA,- said center
Zydrunas Ilgauskas, drafted by
the club in 1996."We were in a
deep depression as an organization."
Those gloomy days were
B.LB. — Before LeBron.
The 22-year-old has been a
household name in the U.S.
since he was an Akron, Ohio,
high school phenomenon, and
his growing popularity has made
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STARLIGHT, Ind. (AP) —
Rick Pitino knows what it's like
to change your mind after taking
a new head coaching job. The
Louisville coach readily admits
he had second thoughts in the
days after leaving the comfort of
Kentucky for an ill-fated run
with the Boston Celtics a decade
ago.
Still, Pitino said Wednesday
that the outcry following former
player and protege Billy
Donovan's decision to renege on
a contract with the Orlando
Magic to return to two-time
defending national champion
Gators was "mind-boggling."
The Magic released Donovan
from the contract on Wednesday
night.
Donovan, who played for
Pitino at Providence and later
was an assistant under him at
Kentucky, is in the process of
getting out of a five-year, $27.5
million contract he signed *Rh
the Magic last Friday.
"He probably made a decision with his head and then followed his heart," Pitino said at a
Louisville-area function. "It's a
totally unfortunate situation. 1
know Billy. I know he feels bad
about it."
Pitino said he talked to
Donovan before he agreed to the

AP

Cavaliers' forward LeBron James works out during practice on Wednesday in San Antonio. James has taken center stage as
the NBA Finals between the Cavaliers and Spurs get underway tonight.
him just as well known on the
playgrounds of Beijing.
In these playoffs, his second
trip to the postseason. James has
elevated his multidimensional
game to a higher level, pushing
the Cavaliers within four victories of Cleveland's first major
sports title since 1964.
His appearance in the best-

of-seven series should do wonders for the NBA's globalization
plan. Undoubtedly, he'll also
boost TV ratings, perhaps
tempting casual viewers interested in seeing if he can match
his jaw-dropping, 48-point performance in Game 5 of the
Eastern Conference finals
against Detroit.

It's as if Michael Jordan, the
more famous tongue-wagging
No. 23, has resurfaced. Not
quite. Not yet.
With most of the attention
focused on James, the other
team in this LeBronian lovefest
isn't getting its proper due. But
hasn't that always been the case
for the Spurs, standing at the

edge of their fourth championship since 1999?
"The league is about new,
exciting things," said Spurs forward Michael Finley. "And
LeBron is that thing right now."
The Spurs are still, well, the
Spurs: basic, boring and bland
— just how their humble star
center Tim Duncan likes it.

WOMEN'S COLLEGE WORLD SERIES-,

Arizona claims eighth NCAA softball title
BIG 5TH INNING
LIFTS WILDCATS
OVER VOLS,5-0
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
After throwing more than 1,000
pitches in a week to lead
Arizona to its eighth NCAA
softball title, Taryne Mowatt
finally admitted the obvious.
"Now that the week is over, I
can admit I'm extremely tired
now," said Mowatt, who set a
Women's College World Series
record by pitching 60 innings.
"My arm. it's felt better."
But it was well worth it.
Mowatt (42-12) finished
what she started and Arizona's
batters broke loose against
Tennessee ace Monica Abbott
for a 5-0 victory Wednesday
night.
"I can't remember seeing a
gntty performance by an athlete
as this young lady gave us
because everything was on her
shoulders and she did it." said
Wildcats coach Mike Candrea,
who also coaches the U.S.
Olympic team and counts Jennie
Finch and Alicia Hollowell
among his former players at
Arizona.
The top-seeded Wildcats (5014-1) lost the opener in the bestof-three championship series,
then bounced back to win the
final two games.

OF L COACH
SYMPATHIZES
VVTTH DONOVAN
U

AP

Arizona's Chekne Mesa, left, is greeted at the plate by her teammates after hitting a home run
against Tennessee in the fifth inning of Wednesday's decisive third game of the NCAA
Women's College World Series in Oklahoma City.
Mowatt (42-12) pitched
every inning of the tournament
for Anzona and became the first
pitcher to win seven games in
the event. Michigan's Jennie
Ritter held the previous record
for innings pitched with 53 in
the 2005 World Series.
It was scoreless in the fifth

inning when Arizona scored all
five runs. Jenac Leles hit a tworun single and Chelsie Mesa
added a three-run homer.
Anzona, which needed help
from an error to break Abbott's
43-inning scoreless streak in
Game 2, got several key hits
against the hard-throwing lefty

this time.
Caitlin Lowe, Arizona's
speedy leadoff hitter, started the
fifth inning by reaching on a
slapped grounder back to Abbott
(50-5). K'Lee Arredondo followed with a single, and an error
by right fielder Nicole Kajitani
put runners at second and third.

Abbott then intentionally
walked Kristie Fox, who tied the
tournament record with 11 hits,
to load the bases for Mesa. It
was the second time Abbott had
pitched around Fox to get to
Mesa.
"They kept walking Kristie to
get to me, so that was bugging
me a little bit," Leles said. "I
knew I just wanted to get the
ball on the ground somewhere
and get it through."
Mesa's grounder made it
through to center field to score
the first two runs, and Mesa hit a
3-2 pitch over Kajitani's outstretched arms and the wall.
Mowatt broke the school
record for wins in a season set
by Hollowell in 2004.
After recording the final out
Doepking's
Shannon
on
grounder to third, the Wildcats
celebrated by tossing their
gloves into the air and piling on
each other in the pitching circle.
The NCAA championship trophy was rushed into the pile, and
players then hoisted it in the air.
The Lady Vols (63-8) were
trying to become the first
Southeastern Conference team
to win the national championship, while Abbott. the USA
Softball Collegiate Player of the
Year, was attempting to become
the third pitcher to lead the
nation in strikeouts and win a
championship in the same season.

contract with the Magic, but didn't advise him either way.
"I told him what the NBA
was all about, the good and the
bad just like there is college basketball and it was up to him to
make a decision," Pitino said.
Pitino knows both sides of
the coin. He led Providence to
the Final Four in 1987 before
moving on to the New York
Knicks.
He left the Big Apple for
Kentucky, only to return to the
NBA with the Celtics in 1997, a
move he's questioned in hindsight.
"It's very difficult because
you want to try something different and the NBA is very alluring," Pitino said. "It's alluring
economically.
"It's alluring because it's on
TV, the playoffs are on TV, it's
very exciting. You think you
want to try it. I wanted to try it.
I knew I wanted to try it ...
because I knew what it was all
about."
Pitino said he told Donovan
not to interview with the Magic
unless he though he was capable
of taking the job.
"Whether it was a mistake or
a blessing, when he went back
down to Gainesville for that
press conference, that's when it
hit home," Pitino said. "It's
something hc,„, regrets, but it's
something he-has to live with. In
the end, he knew where he wanted to be."
Ultimately, Pitino said any
provision in Donovan's settlement with the Magic that would
prevent Donovan from taking a
job in the NBA in the near future
could be a good thing for the
Gators.

AP

Louisville coach Rick Pitino
called former player Billy
Donovan's dilemma with the
Orlando Magic an "unfortunate situation."
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Green
finally
sent to
Miami

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
:'• '2'n St • Ma•a, KY •'53-3415
S
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDING

CULPEF'PER ON
TRADING BLOCK
Trent
DAVIE, Fla. (API
Green swallowed hard, then
tried to list every MIAMI
Dolphins starting quarterback
since Dan Marino's retirement
seven seasons ago.
It took him a minute, but he
eventually got most of the 10
names nght.
"You're not going to find
anyone to replace Dan Marino."
Green said.
Fortunately for Green, the
Dolphins aren't asking him to
replace Manno. They're merely
asking him to replace Daunte
Culpepper.
Green's long-awaited trade to
got done
Miami finally
Wednesday. after he passed a
physical and
was acquired
the
from
Kansas City
in
Chiefs
exchange for
a fifth-round
draft pick in
2008. The
deal was finished hours
after
Green
Dolphins
general manager Randy Mueller
and coach (*am Cameron told
Culpepper they would try to
trade him, essentially ending his
tine-year stint in South Honda.
Culpepper wasn't happy with
that deselopment, saying he is
"not interested in being traded."
But the 36-year-old Green was
ecstatic that the move he'd waited weeks tor finally became
1 do feel for his situation."
Green said. "It's no fun. 1 went
through it, obviously. in Kansas
City this past few months. ...
Hopefully things will get
cleared up quickly for him,
because I know it's no fun The
whole hanging-In -limbo thing
that's not fun for anybody."
(ireen agreed to a new con
tract with the Dolphins weeks
ago, once he became convinced
that Kansas (.'ity, for whom he
spent 5 1/2 seasons AS a starter,
wouldn't give him a fair chance
to compete with Brodie ('roylc
one of
and ()arm in Huard
those other Dolphins starters
besides Marino since 1999 tor the starting job in 2007.
Green threw for 21.459 yards
and 118 touchdowns in Kansas
City, but missed eight games last
season hecdt1SC of A concussion
suffered in the season opener.
to get
wanted
-They
younger." said Green. who had
three years left on his deal in
Kansas City and cannot enter
mina new arrangement with
MiJITII until the existing contract
is on the Dolphins' books for 24
hours. under league rules. "I
understand that"
So he set his sights on the
Dolphins, who traded for
Culpepper before the 2006 seasin)
Culpepper. though, was hobbled in his four-game on-field
stint, getting sacked 21 tames
hetOre MIAMI shut him down for
the rrttl.itnact if the sear
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TOP RIDERS: Local ridersAplam Wilson and Katie Weatherford competed
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Rider
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Hi-Point
Reserve
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American League
East Division
L Pet GB
W
—
37 21 638
Bosio
9
28 30 483
Toroniu
10
467
32
28
Baltimore
26 31 45810 1/2
New York
25 32 43911 1/2
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
—
35 22 814
Cleveland
33 25 580 2 1/2
Detroit
29 29.500 8 12
Minnesota
8
26 29 473
Chicago
22 36 36714 1/2
Kansas City
West Division
L Pci GB
W
—
38 23 823
Los Angeles
536 51/2
26
30
Sean*
51/2
534
27
31
Oakland
18
21 38 358
Texas
Wednesday's Scone
Minnesota 8. L.A. Angels 5
Baltimore 9 Seeds
Kansas Crty 1. Cievelsind 3
Tampa Bay 6. Toronto 2
N Y Yankees 5, Chicago White Sox 1
Detroit 10, Texas 0
Oakland 3, Boston 2
Todsy's Gams*
Kansas City (Penn 3-5) at Cleveland
(Cannons 6-1). 11 .05 a m
Tampa Bay (Jackson 0-7) at Toronto
(Burnett 5-5), 11.37 a.m
Boston (Schilling 5-2) at Oakland
(Edenton 5-3), 235 p.m
N Y Yankees(Midair* 2-3) at Chicago
White Sox (Contreras 4-5), 7 11 pm
Detron (Wroth 3-2) at Texas (Los 1-5),
735 pm
Friday's Games
N V Meta (JSosa 5-1 at Detroit (Durbin
5-1). 6 05 pm
Pittsburgh (Gorzeianny 6-3) at N
Yankees (Pedalo 3-4), 605 p m
Colorado (Franca 5-4) at 13alanore
(Tracheal 4-4), 8705 p.m.
Washington (Simontecchi 2-4) at
Minnesota (Silva 3-8). 7:10 p.m.
Philadelphia (Garcia 1-4) al Kansas
City (Barton 1-2), 7 10 p m.
Houston (Sampson 5-6) et allc-890
White Sox (Dank* 3-5), 7 11 p.m.
Milwaukee (Capuano 5-4) at Texas
(Teed& 4-6), 735 p m

Nations' League
East Division
L Pct GB
W
35 22 814
New YOO
33 27 550 3 1/2
Atlanta
30 29 508
Philadelphia
7
30 31 482
Fiords
12
24 35 407
Washington
Control Division
L Pet GB
33 27 550
Mewaukee
5
26 30 464
Si Louis
25 32 439 8 1/2
Chicago
25 34 424 7 1/2
PIttiburgh
8
24 34 414
Houston
11
22 38 367
Cincinnati
West Division
L Pet GB
W
—
35 23.603
San Diego
—
800
24
36
ArIZOna
1/2
1
576
25
34
Los Angeles
28 31 475 7 12
Colorado
8
27 3t466
San Francisco
Wednesday's Scores
4
Florida 7, Atlanta
Chicago Cubs 6. Milwaukee 2
Washington 6, Pittsburgh 5
Philadelphia 4, NV Nets 2
St Louis 6. Cincinnae 4
Colorado 8, Houston 7
Anzona 1. San Francisco 0
San Diego 5. L A Dodgers 2
Today's Games
Pittsburgh (Snot 5-4) at Washington
(Chico 3-4), 12 05 p m
Houston (Oswalt 6-4) at Colorado
(Fogg 1-5), 2-05 p m
Philsdeiphia (Homers 8-2) at N V Mots
(Marie 6-3), 6. 10 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (HEN 4-4) at Atlanta
(James 5-4), 6-35 pm
Cincinnati (Lohse 2-7) at St. Louis
(Wainwright 4-4). 7 10 p.m.
San Francisco (Lowry 5-5) at Anzona
(L Hernandez 5-3), 8.40 p.m
LA Dodgers (Kuo 0-1) at San Diego
(Peavy 7-1j, 9 05 p.m
FrIday's Gam**
Tampa Bay (Howell 1-0) at Floods (Kim
3-2). 6-05 p.m
Cleveland (Lee 2-3) at Cincinnati
(Bailey 0-0), 610 pm
Chicago Cubs (MarshaN 1-2) at Atlanta
(Cormier 0-1),6.35 p m
L.A. Angels (Colon 5-2) at St LOUIS
(K.Weas 2-10), 7 10 p m
Boston (Beckett 8-0) at Anzona (Davis
4-6), 8,40 pm
Seattle (Batista 6-4) at San Diego
(Germano 4-0), 9:05 pm
Oakland (Gaudin 6-1) at San Francisco
(Lincecurn 2-0). 9 15 p.m
Toronto (McGowan 2-2) at LA
Dodgers (Penny 7-1), 940 p.m

SportsBriefs
•Persons Interested in putting together a team for a co-ed chureth
softball league in Murray should call Dana Shendan at 752-0452 Or
Lydia at 227-7453. League play is scheduled to begin in July.
TiStiOS rdriirVAgrrtilltrieltYr.IMLIMIub will be held on three
separate dates NA Hamilton Park in Mayfieici. The first tryout date is on
Saturday. Sessions for girls' U9-U11 will be held from 9 to 10:30 am,
with the U124.114 tryout to follow from 10:30 to noon. Tryouts for the
U15-U-18 age groups are 12:30 to 2 p.m. Tryouts for those age groups
will be held at the same times on Saturday, June 23. On Tuesday, June
19, U9-U18 tryouts will be held horn 6 to 7 p.m.

_
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Ducks claim Stanley Cup •Cardilials
From

ANAHEIM, Calif. IAPi Scott Niedermayer has plenty of
expenence taking twirls around
the ice with the Stanley ('up
Handing it off to his kid
brother. Rob, is a different story.
After three titles on the East
Coast with the New Jersey'
Devils, leading the Anaheim
Ducks to the first NHL championship in California history with
his brother as J teammate felt
pretty good, too.
"They're all different.- he
said after the Ducks beat the
Ottawa Senators 6-2 Wednesday
night to end the finals in toe
games "People sometimes ask
you to pick this Of that or to rate
I've never done that And I'm
not going to start now But this
one is you can only dream of
passing it to your brother.
nes er have"
The Ducks were horn on the
silver screen and came of age hy
captunng the shiniest of silver
cups They dropped the mighty
from their name, hut not their
game and skated oft with the
oldest prue in North Amcncan

sports.
For the first time, the Stanley
('up can enjoy an NHL western
home, and the Ducks' victory
catne at the expense of Canada.
The chenshed trophy was born
in Ottawa, but no team north of
the border has won it since
Montreal in 1993 — the Same
year the Ducks joined the
league
"Canada loves their hockey,
and from what I heard out there.
we have quite a few fans who
lose their hockey out here, too."
said Scott Niedermayer. a
Bntish Columbia minoe and this
year's Conn Smythe Trophy
winner as playoffs MVP
Calgary, Edmonton and now
Ottawa --in its first imp since
the Senators were reborn in
1992 — had three straight
chances only to be done in by
U.S. clubs from the sun belt.
Tampa Bay. Carolina and
Anaheim aren't traditional
hockey hotbeds hut they have
been the Cup's warm weather
homes since 2004.
Wayne Gretzky made the

game a happening in Southern
California when he came to Los
Angeles in 1988, the Ducks
made it legit two decades later.
No longer Disney's darlings. the
Mighty Ducks' movie days are
gone and a victory rally awaits
them Saturday.
Niedermayer brought his
bnaher and teammates Teemu
Selanne and Chris Pronger
along for the ride for their first
Stanley Cup. Rob Niedemiayer,
16 months younger than his
brother, is one of three Ducks
left from the losing side in 2003
when Scott and the Devils captured their third title in Game 7.
Only Jean-Sebastien Giguere
had something to smile about
then when he earned the Conn
Smythe. This was so much
sweeter as he stopped 11 shots
in the clincher. The biggest roar
For him came when Antoine
Vermette had the puck slide
wide during a third-period
penalty' shot. the 10th in finals
history
Scott Niedermayer camt-,1 the
MVP award
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Pujols is batting .444(16-for36) in his last nine home games,
and has average up to .292.
"I told you guys early in
April and I told you guys two
weeks ago 'Talk to me in
September,"* Pujols said to
reporters. "If my numbers are
ternble, I'll say 'Wow, it was a
tough season."
Ryan Ludwick had tied the
game with his first career pinchit homer. He is 5-for-9 as a
pinch hitter after his homer off
Arroyo with one out in the seventh.
He has 15 career homers,
'with the last also coming against
the Reds on May 22, 2005 at
Cincinnati while with the
Indians.
"It's been a while since 1 hit a
homer, and it always feels good
to contribute to a win," Ludwick
said. "So. a good day."
Brad
starter
Cardinals
Thompson lasted six innings,
giving up four runs and seven
hits. He's 3-1 with a 4.50 in six
starts after taking over the
injured Chris Carpenter's spot in
the rotation, •
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Just as important, the
with
5-1
are
Cardinals
Thompson on the mound.
"I think everybody has a
meeting before I pitch and goes,
'Hey, Brad's going to need these
runs so let's go get some,"
Thompson said. "Everybody's
been swinging the bat great and
giving me a lot of support."
Tyler Johnson (1-0) worked a
scoreless seventh and Jason
Isnnghausen got the last three
outs for his 14th save in 15
chances.
Isringhausen made a nice
barehanded stab of pinch hitter
Jeff Conine's comebacker for
the second out of the ninth.
Scott Rolen doubled, stole
third and scored on Juan
Encamacion's sacrifice fly to
put St. Louis ahead in the second. Hatteberg, who batted leadoff for the fourth time this season. hit his sixth of the year to
tie it in the third.
Hatteberg had a sacrifice fly
and Ken Gnffey Jr. and Adam
Dunn had RBI doubles in a
three-run fifth that put the Reds
ahead 4-1.
Stinnett had a run-sconng
single and Eckstein had an RBI
double in the fifth to close the
deficit to a run.
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Today
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as Memphis Tenn
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Chicago What So.
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Mists

10 years Ego
• Published is a picture of Lewis
bodd giving a rabies shot as Beth
Kurth holds her cat, KK, at the
area clinic at Alin°. This was one
Of the rabies clinics conducted for
*fee days by the local veterinarians and their staff. The photo
Was by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Jackson Purchase Arts and
Crafts Festival will be today and
tomorrow in front of the Murray
State University Roy Stewart Stadium.
Murray Bass Club held its June
Fishing Tournament out of Kentucky. Winners were Gary Marquardt, first; Robert Grizzard, sechod and big bass; and Bill Leslie,
third_
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Moms are
,celebrating their 50th wedding
anniversary today.

don in Louisville June 8-10. They
are Shea Sykes, Pat Webb, Kenny
Orr, Steve McCuiston, Darrell
Beane and Charles Glisson, who
will receive State FFA degrees,
Danny Kingins, Brad Cook. Ricky
Cunningham and Kenneth Paschall.
They will be accompanied by Larry
Gilbert, advisor for the chapter
and teacher of agriculture at CCHS.
Installed as 1977-78 officers
of the Murray Woman's Club were
Peggy Billmgton, president; Bonnie Jones, first vice president;
Cecilia Brock, second vice president; Brenda Marquardt, recording secretary; Dorothy McKenzie,
corresponding secretary; Helen
Kline, treasurer.

40 years ago
Flavil Robertson, chief of the
Murray Fire Department, said both
stations are now in operation as
of June I. These are located on
Poplar Street and South 16th Street.
Ensign Tommy Steele USNR,
son of Mrs. Louise Steele of Murray, was graduated from the basic
Naval Aviation Officers School at
the Naval Air Station, Pensacola,
Fla.
The dedication of the Gene
Cathey Field at the Murray City
Park was dedicated June 6 with
Preston Ty Holland, teacher and
football coach at Murray High
School as speaker.
50 years ago
Murray Training School Chapter of the Future Farmers of America has been selected as one of
two chapters to represent Kentucky in the national contest of
chapter achievements as announced
at the Kentucky FFA convention
at Louisville. Larry Sutter is president of the MTS Chapter and Leroy
Eldridge is the advisor,
Pat Murdock, member of the
Lynn Grove High School Chapter
of Future Farmers of America,
won the honor of top sheep raiser in the state at the Kentucky
FFA convention.

20 years ago
Published is a picture of workers pouring concrete for a storm
sewer along the west side of US
641 between Vine and Poplar
Streets. Officials said the project
is progressing ahead of schedule.
The photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Also published is a picture of
Holly Bloodworth, director of children's activities at Calloway County Public Library, and Dorothy
Norns, assistant, with members of
the Summer Reading club at the
library.
Rachel Hendon presented a lesson on May Is Such A Busy
Month" at a meeting of the Suburban Homemakers Club at the
home of Sue Dunn on South 12th
Street.
Births reported include a girl
to Jeanne and Steve Bogard, June
5
30 years ago
Members of the Calloway County High School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America will attend
the annual Kentucky FFA conven-

Tedaylnillster,
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By The Associated Press
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Today is Thursday. June 7, the
158th day of 2007. There are 207
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 7, 1776, Richard Henry
Lee of Virginia proposed to the
Continental Congress a resolution
calling for American independence from Britain.
On this date:
In 1753, Britain's King George
11 gave his assent to an Act of
Parliament establishing the British

Museum.
In 1769, frontiersman Daniel
Boone first began to explore the
present-day Bluegrass State.
In 1929, the sovereign state of
Vatican City came into existence
as copies of the Lateran Treaty
were exchanged in Rome.
In 1937, actress Jean Harlow
died in Los Angeles at age 26.
In 1948, the Communists completed their takeover of Czechoslovakia with the resignation of
President Edvard Benes.
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months -- enough time to get
it through my head that it wasn't my issue, it was his.
Please tell "Heartbroken'
there are men out there who
will love and appreciate her
for who she is, not how much
she weighs. -- PROUD OF
MYSELF IN SAN ANTONIO
DEAR PROUD:I'm pleased
you managed to get away while
your self-esteem, though tattered, was repairable. Not surprisingly, "Heartbroken's" letter hit a nerve with many readers who took pen in hand to
vent. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I have a different angle on why "Heartbroken" put up with "Shallow
Hal's" comments and ultimatums: Our society treats fat
people so badly that she didn't think she deserved any better. The messages were just
more of what she heard all
the time.
The message from ads and
magazines is that being fat is
almost a sin or a crime. This
is brainwashing, and undoing
it takes a lot of work. Until
we do it, fat people will always
settle for less because we have
internalized the message that
we're less valuable people. -B.B. IN YONKERS
That
ABBY:
DEAR
woman's boyfriend was a bona
fide jerk! She needs to learn
from this episode so she can
pass it on to her future clients.
She should look at it as a life
experience and warn her clients
about the danger of people
like this, and tell them to always
be objective when evaluating
a potential mate.
By the way, I'm a guy, and
In 1967, the Haight Ashbury
I would never do what that
Free Medical Clinic opened in
jerk has done. That's why I've
San Francisco.
been happily married for 30

DEAR ABBY:"Heartbroken
in Westchester, Pa." (Apnl 9)
said she had just broken up
with an emotionally abusive
man who withheld affection
from her because he wanted
her to lose weight. She went
on to say she was working on
her master's
in counseling psycholand
ogy,
couldn't
understand
why she had
tolerated his
emotional
for
abuse
nine
Abby
Dear
months. She
she
said
By Abigail
hear
could
Van Buren
puthis
downs over and over, and knew
it was self-destructive but
couldn't let it go.
Please tell her that the best
weight she ever lost was the
burden of "Shallow Hal."
Unfortunately, I married a man
much like him. His favorite pastime was degrading my career
choice. (I'm in the military
and have been for 19 years.)
Your comment, "trying to win
an unwinnable man," hit me
like a ton of bricks.
Thankfully. I was only with
my husband nine months before
I came to my- senses, but the
damage to my self-esteem and
trust was severe. I got help
through both military and civilian resources, and went on
two anti-depressants for depression and insomnia for six

In 1967, author-critic Dorothy
Parker, famed for her caustic wit,
died in New York at age 73.
In 1972, the musical "Grease"
opened on Broadway.
In 1981, Israeli military planes
destroyed a nuclear power plant
in Iraq, a facility the Israelis
charged could have been used to
make nuclear weapons.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I am known to affect most of the
87 years old, and I might be body's organs.
Brain: confusion, poor cogexperiencing hearing problems.
I am otherwise in good health. nitive skills, bad balance and
What options do I have to other consequences.
Heart: hypertension, heart
correct it or make myself more
comfortable with this particu- failure, weakness of the carlar problem? diac muscles and circulatory
DEAR system.
Lungs shortness of breath,
READER:
see exercise intolerance, chronic
First
pri- cough.
your
Liver: inflammation, fatty
mary -care
physician liver, cirrhosis (scarring), evenfor an exam tual hepatic failure.
Kidneys: eventual malfuncto rule out
ear wax as tion.
system:
Musclo-skeletal
cause for
Dr. Gott ayour
hearing visual difficulties, weakness,
problem. If poor reflexes, weak muscles,
By
wax is not bladder spasm.
Dr. Peter Gott the culprit,
Pancreas: chronic inflammation, poor digestion, possiyou need a hearing test and
consultation with an ear-nose- ble diabetes.
and-throat specialist to define ti Intestine: malnutrition, pepwhat is going on. Although tic ulcer, reflux, chronic conadvancing age is commonly stipation or diarrhea.
And this is far from being
associated with some degree
of deafness, medical attention a complete list.
I suspect that some of your
would be an appropriate next
step to determine whether your husband's problems are relatproblem is reversible or, if ed to his stroke. Still, he cernot. Whether you are in need tainly would be better off moderating his alcohol intake. How
of hearing aids.
To give you related infor- much? Two 2-ounce drinks a
mation, I am sending you a day, maximum. I conclude that
copy of my newly updated he is an alcoholic who has
Health Report "Ear Infections difficulty regulating his use of
whiskey. In this instance, he
and Disorders."
see his doctor, stop
should
Please
GOTT:
DR.
DEAR
review the many ways that drinking alcohol altogether,
excess alcohol consumption can seek a support group such :as
affect the body. My husband Alcoholics Anonymous and
drinks more than 6 ounces of address his addiction openly.
whiskey a day, despite having I recommend that you seek
had a stroke that left him with support as well, whether it is
vision loss, bladder weakness from your physician, a theraand muscle weakness, not to pist or Al-Anon (support for
mention his aggressive behav- the families of alcoholics). I
ior when he is under the influ- believe this will help you deal
with some of the stress you
ence.
DEAR READER: Exces- most certainly are experiencsive alcohol consumption is ing.

years. -- GUY FROM TEXAS

DEAR ABBY: When my
"Shallow Hal" told me I should
lose weight because I wasn't
attractive, I was in recovery
from an eating disorder and
had put on 50 pounds. I told
him that if he didn't like me
as I was, he should give Cindy
Crawford a call to see if she
would give him the time of
day. Then I moved out of she
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Time for a
hearing test

Woman reclaims self-esteem
after leaving abusive marriage
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apartment we shared and moved
on.
I'm so glad I did, because
three months later I met the
man of my dreams, who loves
me as I am and who still treats
me like a queen after seven
years together. -- HAPPY AS
I AM, CALGARY, CANADA
DEAR ABBY: What "Heartbroken" is doing is allowing
that man to "live rent-free in
her head" and to win the mind
games he has been playing
with her. Every time she thinks
of him, she should remember
the phrase "rent-free in my
head," and soon she won't even
think of him. I have used this
technique for years, and it
works. -- WISHING HER
LUCK IN CORDOVA, TENN.

CootractBridge
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4 10 5
11,Q 82
•10 7 6 4 3
•A 7 5
EAST
WEST
•6 3 2
•K 7
V9 7 6 4
•K 10 5 3
110.15
•K 9 2
46Q 9 4
4J 10 8 2
SOUTH
•AQJ984
• J
•A 8
•K 63
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
Pass
1 NT
Pass
I4
4
Opening lead —jack of clubs.
There are times when declarer's
best method of play is obscured by
more obvious choices. For this reason, declarer should not allow himself to play impulsively but should
instead double-check all his options
before proceeding.
Take the present case where
South is in four spades and has to
find the best route to 10 tricks. He
has a potential loser in each suit, and
a finesse asailable in two of them.
But because he has only one entry to
dummy — the ace of clubs — it
seems he must guess whether to try a

*00

heart finesse or a spade finesse.
As it happens, either finesse, if
attempted, will fail, but that is beside
the point. Even if both missing kings
were favorably placed, or if only one
of them was and declarer guessed
correctly which finesse to take, the
fact remains that taking any finesse is
wrOtIg.
Them le a mod beater Um at
play available. Dummy's queen of
hearts should be utilized to the fullest
extent, since it will almost surely
provide a parking place for a losing
club or diamond.
Accordingly, declarer should win
the opening club lead in his hand,
preserving dummy's ace as an entry.
The A-1 of hearts are then played,
West taking the king and continuing
with a club.
After taking the club with the ace,
South cashes the queen of hearts and
discards his club loser. The ten of
spades is then led and finessed. If the
se succeeds and the spades
break 3-2, declarer makes the contract with an overtrick. In the actual
case, though, the finesse loses, so
South finishes with exactly 10 tricks,
losing a spade, a heart and a diamond.
The recommended approach will
succeed far more often than relying
on either the heart or spade finesse to
work. but could easily be overlooked
by a declarer who proceeds too
hastily at the outset.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz
- -
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ACROSS
I Block
a broadcast
4 Masticate
8 Groundhog Frio
11 PC system
13 Loaded
14 Mauna —
15 Whirl around
17 Brown or
amber tea
19 True inner self
21 Impair
22 Epic
24 Ostrich kin
26 Key point
29 Minds
31 Expert
33 Telegraph
syllable
34 Element 18
symbol
35 Package
shipper
37 San Francisco
hill
39 — Mans
auto race
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40 Tease
42 Oxygen source
44 Sultan's
menage
46 Uh-huh
48 Pat on
50 Colosseum site
51 By way of
53 Brandish
55 They have laws
58 Says hello
61 Fashion
accessory
62 Matadors foe
64 Utter a dismal
cry
65 Passports etc
66 Lake swimmer
67 Sauce in a wok
DOWN
1 Bleach bottle
2 Even one
3 illusion
4 — de menthe
5 Aloha st
6 Environmental
prefix

Answer to Previous Puzzle
COAill CCIP HUM
ANL Y VIGA EIEE
BEEP MEG ASIZI
SCOPE OUT
RDS MOB
UGLY IIIAES RO
B LME MIS KEEN
IS N F CIMUM AIMS
OAF ALEI0g1
r AITS
EGO rii
E MIN CIVIDEI
JIIE
UR A pi Offil E TRIO
'BAPS DAD EARN

Aukoolo:
:IVOWiffiNG:
get him a
subscription to the
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LEDGER&TIMES

Home Delivery
3 no.----US.*
6 so.
—VS00
I yr.
Local Mall
tailowsi)

6-7 02007 united Feature Syndicate inc
7To—dmay
concern
8 Red-faced
9 Many millennia
10 Paper item
12 Coleridge spot

MIIMM Min
MEM MIME MINI
MEM= HEWN=
MEOW MINI
WM MA Mad
NIMMIIM MEd AMM
MI MUM MEd MI
WM Mild MEMO
0111111
AMA
MEd AMMER
Midsa AMMOdd
MOM MEM MOM
MOM
MEM MOM

16 Scale note
18 Dawdle
20 Roadie gear
22 Precarious
23 Hawk's lair
25 Coffee
dispenser
27 Witch-hunt
locale
28 Composition
30 Sauna site
32 "— -la-la"
36 Rock's —
Vicious
38 Brewer's grain
cranes
Ships
41
43 Blustery
45 Cowboy com
petitions
47 Dash oft
49 Enthused
about (2 ads
52 Techniques
54 MD station
55 Next after
upsilon
56 Youngster
57 Piglet's mom
59 Coupie
80 Crafty
63 Pharaoh's god

3 no —.....433.00
6 Imo....---.—.411011
1 yr.----MOM
Rest of KY/TN .
3Imo. =.17=
no.—.--$911111
I
011isr Mei
Subsernikes
3sco.-37141111
no.----$94111
1 yr.----$145.011
Check
Visa

Money Order

Name._

1 St. Address__
1 City
State

Zip

1 Daytime Ph.
1

I
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111103

I

Mail this enupon with
payment to
Murray Ledger & new
P.O. Box 1040
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Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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DON
Mills Health & Rehab is seeking an RN
for the position of Director of Nursing

Qualifications:
Regatered Nurse with strong clinical track record
'

Pnor posarve experience as aDON (3 yrs+)
'
'Associate Degree required,
Bachelors/Masters Degree preferred
'Experience in hospital care and
long-term care SNFICF
'Excellent people skiilsicompassion for the
elderly/disabled
'
Positive proactive outgoing manager with
leadership and initiative skills
Salary commensurate with experience.

lint I sin I hAirmAn

Apply in person from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

Invitation to Rid
Illem
The Murros Independent Board of Education is
accepting waled hids for the purs-hwe of ceding tiles
Ii., Morris High School The bid. will be accepted
Damodar thaen12.2091. at the
tinhl L119
Board I tffice Specificattorui are on file at the Murray
Carter
Education.
iif
Board
Independent
Administration Building. 208 South 13th Street.
Murrat KY 42071 The Murray Independent Board
of Edui anon reitervre the right to repel any and/or
all bids and N41,.. am irregularities in bidding

AllVERTIMEMIENT FOR BID
--...iiii-ti hide will be accepted at Wehr I onetructors.
Int . 2517 Ilantinde Dnve, Louisville, Kentucky
40290 at 200 pm I EST ) on June 19, 2007 for the
Murray (1' all.rersy County Hospital, Bid Package IA
Sit. Preparation and Bid Package 1B Conatructson
Vetere A MANDATORY prwlod conference will be
on Morley. June 11. 2)07 al 10 30 a in kiCal
rimunir
held
t

tams. is Cenivenee Seem 2 1060 at the Murray

11.4.10014 IMIS Iregass 114•0404
.tr-r4 s Ke4227Jr 1.2n'l Interested partie• should
441
treri, Ans contract reaulung
inquire at SW
trim this hid will he a prevailing wage contract For
Aditional information refer to plane and sper111csm• which ridgy be purchased from Web,

unetnietufs. Inc

Mills Health & Rehab
Drug Free Work Place

E0E/M/F/HN

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS

NEEDED
07/03/07 to 12/20/07
P P & L Enterprises, LLC, Murray. KY
Wages- Minimum of $8.65 per hour 75% of
hours listed on Job Order will be guaranteed.
All tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to those beyond local
recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50clt of contract IS Ma.
Contact local state employment service
office lob Order MY 0244165

WAREHOUSE UTILITY
POSITION AVAILABLE
Duties include picking and processing orders. trier .
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ing and unloading. inientory
Requirements for the position are forklift expend!,
valid driver'. license. light to moderate lifting...,
piaci skill. Must he self motivated and eneigd.
C'omprouid wages & benefits'
Seed Resume to: P.O. Bet 123. klmo. KY 4202(l

tete on or Inc. Maintiff we Johnny Ganser. ligt
.ntl The Unknown Spouse id' J••hnny Garner

ik•fendanta
!tie lindengiefte4 attort,ri was •ppninted Wareing
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• otifs the unknown spouse f Johnny Garner that •
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stied hi Johnny Gains*, Ita•ted at 1271 Hickory
,.roni Hoed Murras Kentus is 420211 • and wow
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, niere•defense or answer to the lawsuit is madir by
-41 to or before June 19 J1117 a Jugginetit by
to-fault mat he granted agairut %roil 1.0$11011 of the
• omplatnt can he obtained from the Clerk al the
alls.seisv Circuit Court C•11rreras County Judicial
Ihtilging, 112 North 4th Street Murray Kentucky
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...raid Bell, Ent
Ifissewtock Boll & Pitmen
211 South 12th Street
PO Boa 1075
Murray KY 42071
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Positions Available For
CNA In Paris Area
Contact

Volunteer Home Care
866-622-0017
020
Wake
BLUEGRASS Gardens
Dayton!
Firm. 684
Crossland Rd . Murray
(783$) Wed -Sat 10-

30. pots $250 & up
www bluograssgar
deneLnet

Nursery
565 Magness Rd
Hardin KY
Mon -Sat
I
I
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6AM-6 30PSA
437-4015. 703-7059
500 new varieties
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753-1752
THE -Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources naliebie but
Lela
Nuke
CALLOWAY Gardens

S Essex Dawn Apts
oxopeng des tor
reeurloang perking
lots 1505 Duped D,
753-8556

Happy
Birthday

inaccuracies do occur
Rondos using this
onlormation do so at
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00•Ovalf11 10 be rep-

utable The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
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ay whatsoever lot their
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adman
FREELANCE
Photography Families
hauracons
weddings
270-110-1173

Hy lit ihrfliday
Baby Bryan
Love
Mani, Dort Sissy

girt's home Counselor
with a Masters in
Work,
Social
Of
Psychology
Counseling We would
someone
prefer
licensed
with at

or certified
least three

years of experience
We need honest. dedicated. and dependable

employees with supervisory expenence helpful
Successful applicants
must be willing to be
flexible and enioy working with the teenage
population Applicants
must pass a drug test,
criminal background,
child abuse, and sex
offender check New
Pathways is an Equal
Opportunity Employer
with competitive wages
and benefits
Interested applicants
a
submit
should
resume and a handsample to
writing
Turner,
Linda
Administrative
New
Assistant.
Pathways For Children,
PO Box 10. Melber,
KY 42069 or apply in
person between 9 00a
and 4 30p al 3233
Shaw Rd., Melber
Check out Our website
www.npic.nett to
team more about New
Pathways and to download an application

at

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted- section
on our llaistfieds
webpage at
niurraykulger corn.
sins will be redirected
Iii pihnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local job

listings will appear on

COME to where the
law bloom
Outside Inn Da ylay

STEVE N.11)\111:R

COUNSELOR
New Pathways For
Children is looking for a

A child needs you,
Become a foster perup to S36/day
•
WKUMFS

270-443-9004

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant.^Edflor
Lake
Kentucky
Productions LLC is
seeking an adrnantstra•
tive
assistant/editor

Duties include sditong
print publications and
,!
web sites some
entry and adrnin.s.
five assistant work,
Applicant must have•I
proficient knoviledga of
Microsoft Word Excel.
Outlook, FroritPago •

do.. wet..
However. as a 002100111
wereute. not all listings
on the )obnetwork corn
are plated thnsigh

the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
pub listings Thank you
DO you love working
with Ws?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place

for you' Full time positions available
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray. KY 42071
070)753-6111

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

established
LOCAL
business seeking full-

time receptionisVcustomer service rep Must
have excellent people
computer and typing
High school
skills
diploma required. Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-C, Murray, KY
42071
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-ln, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PARADISE Resort now
hiring for part time
pooh.
housekeeping

lions Pay starting at

Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
class which begins
Sept 8. 2007
You will be trained on

Saturdays

for

11

weeks, allowing you to
keep your present fob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays dtt
For more information
and registration forms
website
visit
our
www bohledental corn
or call OW office
Dr Charles Bohie
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrolment is Limaed,
PRECISION Tooling
Products, LIC
Mayfield, KY

Growing CNC Shop
looking for qualified
Machinist. 5 yr min
experience No Calls

please Mail resume
3181 State Route 121
South. Mayfield,

FG.com

SALESPERSON needed Local area CaM Jim
270-804-3806

and the Internet We
provide an excellent
work orivronment vilth
good pay To apply.
email
resume
to
klplemymurray.com
Of mail to PO Box
1112; Murray.

grill
EXPERIENCED
Days
COOk wanted
only Must work weekends. Apply is person
before 2PM No phone
Hungry Bear
calla

SOMEONE to clean
apartments tor properly

YARD Foreman need-

COOKS. prep CoOlia.
Weser servers. Apply

Reeteurart.
FULL OR PART tine

in portion Durnpen's of
Murray. 306 S. 121h Bt.
Murray. No phone
calk please.
PAINTING conductor is
recruiting experienced

technician needed at

professional tourney Must
men painters
have 4-years profits •
soon& periling experience Position includes
berate plan including
Health. Retirement &
paid vacations To
apply cal 753-6995 &
leave voice 1711110111119111

No wan in spots:ants
accepted. The company le an equal opponuney employer.
FULL lime position
now Vim For Ire
changer w/rnedienicel
knowledge Economy
Tire 753-6500

HAIR

management company

Send resume to 108 N.
12th Si Murray

ed Previous experience preferred Apply
in person at Myers

Lumber Co , 500 S 4th
St Murray

stylist and/or nail

Profiles 753-9161 or
(720)320-7183
SONLIGHT a seeking
a
window cleaning
technician to work ha
or pail time Wei have
a clean driving record
Experience with ladders (comfortabie with
a
plus
heaghts)
Opportunity to work
Outdoors $7 hour to
Send
boot
elan
resume to P.O. Box
1521.
Murray,
KY
42071

NEED ownmwe Fo
plum dyers for Wad
buillneec wel pity by
hour 767-0506

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs

M

ik I Mime

ATTENTION Parents'
New in home child
• center opening
June 41h. Reese cal

759-1506 for more
informettort
CLEANING tor Homo
or Buenseess I have
20 years experierwm
270-759-9553
HOME dewing
services 227-7129
NON-SMOKING mothsr providing died care
lot MI age, Please coil
2274009

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

759.3556
Feline

r

iot.Is Om
LARGE
SELECTION

ANTIQUES, Calf Larry
753-3833

USED APPLIANCES

WARD-ElLkINS
BU , ‘k//11111

On int: ;quoit- Murroi

fixable cars trucks
vans tractors farm &
construction
equipment ATVs
'import motorhorm •

(270) 753-1713

chair & ottoman. Like
new. $750. 759-1851

Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

SOFA, loveseat. 2 wing
back recliners, tables,
desk & more. All very

CASH paid for
good, used guns.

nice! 753-8673

Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

Anew

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109

Lovers:
ANTIQUE
Lillian Russell 5 piece
bedroom
mahogany
group, $4.000.
Jenny Und 4 piece oak
twin bedroom group,
$1.800. 270-247-3139

ARK lens. A- trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633

Mau astim

Atedss
For Saki
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person,

MURRAY riding lawn
mower, $150 0130. Ph.
436-5759

Equimark

lots of Jets, digital.
oscillator, water fall,
cover, retail $7.300,
sell
$3,600.
must

(573)300-1031
1 pallet of river rock.
$75 270-753-5490 Of

60 Swisher bush hog,
pull behind 3 wheeler,
3 yr old, used 3 times
$1,200 new, asking
$750 OBO 759-4650.

leen message

270-703-6118
2 mausoleum crypts in
Memorial
Murray
Gardens
Located
inside the Chapel at
eye level and are the
last available spaces
inside the Chapel
Valued at $12,500 for
the pair Will sell for
$10,000
270-753-5819
325 gallon

propane
regulator,

with

1350. 270-970-7003
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8814

I.1 .rtay

Led'en & Times

Locally grown whole
blapia on ice at the
morning
Saturday

Market

in

Murray
MO Forme LLC

270.438-2215
NEW double garage
Kay enclosed. installed
$2,885 For appointment call 270-8043808
NEW pool table. never
used, r-elate. wed
wood. carved legs, felL
eCC package. retails
$4.500, selling for
$1.500.

mutt

no pets $245/mo°.

753-3949
IBA near MSU, other
locations available,

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month 1
acre. Murray area.
753-1011
1987 Schultz 14x64
with a 7x21 WI out, 38R
2BA. all appliances
be
included
Must
moved, $6,000 OBO
293-7257 or 227-3930
1998 Waveriee 16x80
vinyl siding shingle
roof, 38R, 2 bath, lake
new (270)489-2525

28R apartments available. Great location. 1

year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, all appliances. 1304 Peggy
Ann Drive. 753-0259
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU, CAVA,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR near MSU. CM/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR, washer, dryer,
quiet
dishwasher,
neighborhood, no pets,
$475 month. 753-0919.
293-1669
DUPLEX, quiet neighborhood, 2BR, $400
month. No pets
753-8096
UVE Oak Apts.

Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $34000
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment

753-8221
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mon-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO rrt -800-648-6056

RED OAKS APTS.
5$100 Deposit
1BR $325
288 $375

is, asking 228,000
questions contact

FRESH Fish

Farmers

Illilismes For leis

FOR sale by owner
on 1 -acre, 573
Poffertown rd, near
Wildcat Beach. sold as

The Place to
Start

unturnished,low utilities, no lease required,

RE 753-9898

OFF white leather sofa,

take

1BR furnished or

appliances. Coleman

BUYING

$7.50. Apply at 1024
Paradise Drive.

42066
Email ffulton•PTPM-

housekeeping Murray
Pfau Hotel Apply in
person after 6 00PliA

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

It III N1 1111'

\I X( 111\1•.1's
S
A
Training on Day Shift
Benefits include:
• Air Conditioned Shop
• Paid Vacations
• 8 Paid Holidays
• Company Paid
Employee Insurance
•40IK Plan
Send resume or apply at
Mayfield Machine
& Tool, Inc.
1107 Old Pryoriburg Rd
PO. Box 738
Mayfield, KY 42066
270-247-0501

sell

(573)666-2311
PLAYSTATION 1 6 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the C0401 Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prima, 763-0630

SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems • Everyone
qualifies, Plasma IL
LCD TVs. home entertainment centers. TV
carts, surround sound.
coax, HI3141 & component cables Beaskry
Antenna & Satellite
506-.1 N 12th St 7500901

(850)345-0603
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down, Your
land Of family land
731484-9429 Ends
Jursig 15
MUST

move

12x65

2138, all appliances
vat, porch, new water
heeler. $1,800 OBO
227-1879
New Lanng-3 Mobiles
Large Garage-On 2
lots
All for under $70K
Contact Mile Conley
Olive Branch Auction &
Rodly
710293.3232

Call Today,
753-8888.

3813 foreclosure Buy
Or only $20200 For
'stings 800-560-1951
and S021
388 only $262 per
month 5% down 20
years at 8% APR For
listings 800-560-1951
cod S891

NICE 3BF1 2BA with
carport. $850 Lease,
no

pets.

753-7457,

227-3054

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

$110 per rivonei Newer
homes Only 492-8488
Pit
1 & 2 bdr opts No pets
Leave. message 270

JAI, RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St

2711-436-54%
27S-293-69N

753-1970
1 OR 2br Wes near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200rmo
753-4109

MURRAY Store and
Lock

presently has
unes available
753-2905 or 753-7536

CLASSIFIEDS

Slurs-ay Ledger & flmes

ESTATE AUCTION

Thursday, June 7, 2007 • 5B

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

Si.

Saturday, June 9, 2007•10 a.m.

Heavy •Dnver Dent luta sten
'American
ANNOUNCEMENTS
All Real Estate adver
Equipment Training can your career, start it
From Murray take State Hwy.641 North to Radio Rd.
used in the newspape
*ADVERTISERS. You leach you the skills right(
Company
Oreo Rd. See auction signs.
is subject to the can place a 25-word needed on skid steer
513 South 8th Street
CDL
Sponsored
Fair Housing classified ad in 70 loaders,
Federal
Will be selling some things from 3 gerteration.s.
backhoes, Training in 3 weeks
Fri.• 2PM-7PM & Sat.•6AM-11AM
Act of 1968, as amend- Kentucky newspapers excavators, or dozers
Must be 21 have COL?
Nice 140 Farman tracior with a International 5' belly niowet - 6 double gain db,.. 114
ed, siiisich makes it ille- for as little as $250 with Classes NOW availafghans, curtains, quilts, canning lars, blue
Tuition reimbursement!
type 111 good condition - 3 pt. 30 go I H Moldboard plow - older 3 p ornirill [act T
any
advertise
to
gal
one order, one pay- able 1-866-280-5836 CAST 866-917-2778.
Jeans, plus size clothes, shoes. purses,
3 pi cycle bar belt driven (mower - 1 N blade 3 pt. lift pule Case rubber ere farm "tarsi
preference. limitation, ment. For information, www.arnhetcom
Aigner briefcase, cosmetics, kid's T-Shirts 2- Papco hammer mill extra screens been in the stied all its
- farm equipmeat and furor discrimination based
D• river New MAY PAY
4: 25S, 100 adult T-Shirts: 254, audio cas- on race, color, religion, contact the classified *Attend College Online Increase 43CPM to
niture will sell soon after 12 nom Old quilts & quilt buses - buttons - quilt pieces - treaof this
department
wooden
Bar,
men's
Tiki
d
'Medical.
settes, unassemble
dle sewing mactune old dresser with mirror - old dresser base small & large primitive
Guarantee
47CPM
sex, or national origin, newspaper or call KPS from home.
Business, 'Paralegal, Hornetwrie, Company or
'
suit hangers. Antiques: 1950s his chair, lard
tables - quitting frames - old feather bed clean ticlung - wall hanging coma what riots or an intention to make 1-502-223-8821
'Computers, 'Cnminal Lease Purchase availpress, fire extinguisher, hat box, crockery, any such preference,
bud cages - old cream can -milk cans - Rich Jersey milk bottles, 20 or 30 of these 112
limitation, or cliscnmi- *Win a new 2007 may Justice. Job placement able, BC/BS, CDL-A
pants & quarts - milk strainer - old sables - meat gnnders, one frum Sweden - old church
wicker chair, rocking chair, dress forms
nation. This newspaper Pace Car Corvette assistance. Financial and 6 months experipew - old corn slielkm -Bean was - cross cut saws - Fairbanks & Moms scales - metal
will not knowingly Convertible! Untied to Aid and Computer pro- ence required 800hand tool boxes Mai say old wenches - old carpenter too/ box - some carpenter tools
accept any advertising only 2007 tickets, $100 vided It qualified. Call 441-4271 ext KY-100
masoory toots old blacksmith wall drill press • anvil & bench leg vise - old wash lettle
for real estate which is each. Drawing on 8 6 6 - 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
- other cast iron items - old metal Coca Cola ice chest - old wood soda cases - old ladder
Owner
Wednesday, 7/25/07. www.onlinetidewa- •Onver:
in violation of the law
back cheats - old egg basket - stone items - old drug store bar stool - wicker pieces old
ONLY.
1551 Canterbury Drive
Operators
Winner need not be tertech.com
are
hereby
readers
Our
metal lawn chairs - set of metal scaffolding - cow yoke, mole trap - old trunk - old well
Regional freight from
9
June
Sat.,
&
8
June
Fri.,
all present. swew.corvettethat
informed
MEDICAL
pulley -old floor lamps with metal twisted stands - hand turned sharpen time - Bet smok$1 20pm
Louisville.
dwellings advertised in museum.com 800-538AM-4PM
er - porcelain items - old kerosene lantern - aluminum extension ladder - wringer washer
'New Power wheel- average! Home often &
this newspaper are VETTE.
• double rubs on stand- logging tongs - old blue fruit Jars - old McCoy pieces - chicken
scooters, weekends. Plates availchairs,
available on an equal
new smoker gnu, Hoover steam vac,
BUSINESS
feeders - hand & yard tools - large box fan - old refrigerator with motor on top - electric
Absolutely NO cost to able NOT forced disbasis.'"
opportunity
SERVICES
with
Hoover sweeper, propane lantern
churn - nice ladies hats - old kerosene can - horse drawn toots some with good handles you! Act NOW before patch. Call Max at T&T!
tanks, linens, throws, dishes, kitchensingle trees & double trees - garden plow - rolls of used woven wire - team gear Mani
FOR sale: duplex in • - Attention program ends! Call 1-800-511-0082.
items not listed
ware, rugs, small Chnstmas tree, chilMurray, $99,000.
Homeowners" Display TOLL FREE 1-800-354- *Conyers: Act Now! CDLAuction held ram or shine. Lunch available. No( responsibk for accadenis.
293-1446
homes wanted for vinyl 2066
dren's toys, jewelry & misc. items,
A Drivers W/Hazmat,
siding, windows, roofs,
designer men's clothes XL-2XL
DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
SUPPUES Local & Regional Runs
PET/PET
Guaranteed
baths.
(2 yr recent exp
TERRY D. PASC HALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
in Property
(Fil required) 502-452-1098
Financing! No pay- *Happy
Jack
2331
Firm
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281
G
January
AISIN
until
ments
Sardex II: The grease- www.abdnvers.com
ANNUAL FUNDR
'My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays'
LAKE LOT BARGAIN
2008. Starting at $99 less, odorless way to
YARD SALE
1+AC-$34,900
month. Call 1-800-251- treat mange on dogs •Dnvers- ASAP! Drivers
$1000+
$195/110.'
0843.
Front east entrance at CCHS
without steroids, At TSC Needed!
W/FREE Boat Slips!
Weekly. $0 Lease/
Supply.
Tractor
9
June
Sat.,
Fri., June 8 &
Deal! •Bankruptcy
$150
Sign-on
Unbelievable
(www.happyjackinc.co $1.20pm.
7AM-12PM
Nicely wooded lake Divorce $150. Fast al)
Bonus. CDL-A + 3 mos
access property in easy filing. Start your
OTR 800-635-8669.
& Associates of Galloway t_,C,
Aneru,
REAL ESTATE
brand new premier action today for only
programs
support
to
go
Al!
proceeds
SCh0015
Saturday, Jutie 16, 2007•10 a.m.
'Drivers:
Class-A CDL
on $50 down. Call 1-888development
and students 01 Calloway Co. 1-11gh School.
LAKE- Drivers Local Positions
•KENTUCKY
on
us
Paved
visit
or
Lake,
789-0198
Kentucky
for
Something
Household Items, Clothes, books.
FRONT $69,990 Save (2 yr recent exp
From Murray take South 16th Street to Wiswell to
Internet at wwweasyrd,
everyone. If you have items to contnbute, drop
$30,000 One Day Only. required) 502-452-1098
vorce.corn
Prime
utils.
bankruptcydi
u/g
Kingswood Subdivision, to Queensway Street
off on Thursday, June 7 from 5PM-7PM at front
Saturday, June 30th. www.abdnyers.com
waterfronts avail. Call
house number 110. See auction signs.
east entrance of CCHS.
Water,
EQUIPMENT
Amenities.
now 1-800-704-3154,
•Dnyers Run between
FOR SALE
Sewer & Paved Roads.
x.1233
later. Kentucky & California.
build
now,
Buy
*Sawmills from only
Must have two years
4 FAMILY
Call owner today. 866YARD SALE
$2,990. Convert your
experience. Verifiable
3864996
Logs to Valuable lumdriving and produce
GARAGE
take N. 16th to
ber with your own •LAKE BARGAIN! 1+ experience. Also, dry
Coles
1 to 300 acres. West Norwood portable band Acre- $29,900. FREE freight loads, New
SALE
Owne
sawmill. Log skidders Pontoon Boat & FREE Peterbitts arid benefits.
Calloway.
Campground
available. Boat Slips! Unspoiled Call 1-800-865-3074.
also
489-2116
financing.
Road
2211
www.norwoodindus- acreage with access to
leave message.
home this weekFri. & Sat.
tnes.com. FREE infor- totally private, Jimmy 'Do
Edinborough
end! Run regional! $.45/
1-800-578bass
mation:
endorsed
Houston
Drive
mile! Home most weekThis nice 3 bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, living room, kitchen
Memo For $sie
girls toddler clothes:
1363 ext.500-A
lake. Paved roads, utiliFriday, June 8
ends! Run close to
LAKEsoils
tested.
ties,
Of
3T,
lots
mos
back24
in
& dining room - open floor plan, utility, fenced
HELP WANTED
Blue Cross/ Blue
Saturday, June 9
available. home!
FRONT
1.100 sq.ft. home +
household goods
Shield! 401k! Heartland
yard, new roof and new heat pump in 2006, carport.
Hinng
PM
financing.
Travel:
To
7AM-4:30
Excellent
300 sq.ft. upstairs, •Able
1-800-441Express
Make your lead base paint inspections before auction date. This house will
13650 U.S. Hwy. 641N, eight people, no experi- Call now 1-866-685- 4953 WNW heartlandexPuryear, TN. Must be ence necessary, trans- 2562, x 1217
be sold as is and will be offered at auction at 12 noon.
press.com
moved. $10,000 OBO. portation & lodging fur- *LAKE LOT BARGAIN
GA RA GE/E STAT E
Terms: 15% down day of auction. balance In 30 days with deed.
YARD SALE
paid
expense
nished,
Regional & OTR
Dan
*New
37
(270)293-14
For more information phone 767-9223.
SALE
1+ acres with FREE
Old City Park
training. World/ Travel
positions now available
$34,900.
SlipsBoat
521 S. 7TH St
Friday
38R 2BA home located entire U.S. Start imme- Nicely wooded lake in your area! New
TERRY DON PASCHALL - BROKER 767-9223
Fri
6/8
at 504 Blair St., Murray. diately. www.protek- access property in Equipment, Premium
435-4144
DARRELL BEANE 435-4420 or DAN MILLER
Mississippi Mud, car
1,800 sq.ft. living area chemocalcom. Call 1- brand new premier pay package, Great
Sat 6/9
ASSOCIATE AND AUCTIONEERS
seat, stroller, walker,
benefits. Call 877-484with carport. Large 888-921-1999.
development on specLicensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
baby, children &
8:00-2:00
screened porch and •$$$ Ebay Retailers tacular 160,000 acre 3061 or visit us at
quilt,
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
adult clothes,
large outbuilding. Quiet Needed! Make money recreational lake! Prime www.oakleytransport.c
No early birds
decorative items,
neighborhood. daily. PT/FT. No experi- waterfronts available. on,
towels, sheets, comExcellent condition. ence required. Start Call 1-800-704-3154, x *Regional
Flatbed
Furniture, dinnerjars,
canning
forters,
=1GOTNIM17177N1;=6017E:
Relocating out of state. Immediately, Call Now! 1242
11400se
NOW PAYING
Dnvers:
ware, books, lawn
coolers,
toys,
books,
Asking $147,900. Call 1-800-838-9807.
Earn
$.40/milell!
much more
*LAKEFRONT LAND
mower, tools, etc
Ai1%1_0
kill
for details. Shown by
GREAT Pyrenees pup
$50,000 PLUS 6%
Save
BARGAINS
home*Part-Time,
759only.
appointment
pies. AKC registered.
Bonus! Home every
'10 MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!! excellent
based Internet busi- $10,000 on Saturday, weekend and 1-2 times
parents,
3060. 293-2828
2007
16,
SALE
A—INL
June
YARD
10:00
$500Earn
Matz,
ness.
auras
MULTI
ready soon. 753-5371
per week!! Great beneA cozy 38R, 2BA, near $1,000/ month or more. Lakefront homesites fits including 401K! 6
s hapississt Cs, lac - 233 KY Ave Hwy 60 WWW.treewebs.comIclh
FAMILY
Park
City
Old
Y
$49,990
FTUICK
from
Training
school
ICIEFI
city
campus, in
Flexible hours.
EVIL,
lets
mo. VT & Class-A CDL
Pavillion
YARD SALE
limits. Newly remod- provided. No invest- Subdividable acreage req'd. Wabash Valley
puppy.
Terrier
Rat
TOY
Property
al
Commerci
ing
from
: Outstand
eled. Quiet neighbor- ment required. FREE (up to 50 acres)
Sat., June 9
Inc.
Transportation,
641N to Flint
male $75
hood. Great for chil- details. www.K348.com $29,990. Panoramic 8 0 0 - 2 4 6 - 6 3 0 5
8923'Sq Ft Brick And Block Building
7AM-4PM
for
0
270-753-257
Watch
Rd.
views, pristine shoredren. Great location.
Showroom - Display - Sales Floor
www.ivyttsn Iine corn
signs.
St. *Seeking Host Families line. Excellent financLocust
Spacious Shop Area • Two Restrooms
1607
400
women's
&
men's
students.
exchange
for
June 8 & 9
ing on-site. Shown by
Situated ors 1.25 Acres
293-6887
$148,000.
Yard Sala
name brand
Has own insurance and appointment only. Call
eel Estate Purchase Terms
7AM-12PM
money. 888-289-2503
spending
bedroom
15% Down Balance 30 Days
clothing,
3BR
RE!
FORECLOSU
Cancel it rain
World
suite, kitchen
fI Foe IWrvscsftregov•
only $20,200. For list- Promotes
TRAVEL
Amencan
marsurcumash.emelt.
norsoorsir
appliances,
ings 800-560-1951 ext. Peace!
too much to
YARD SALE
Intercultural Student •Destin, Fort Walton
5020
electronics
MOTORCYCLE
mention
ghts
Highli
Inventory
Exchange. 1-800-SIB- Beach, South Walton &
INSURANCE
5464)
(1-800-742112 Murray
LING
Selling At 10:00 AM - Ford Tractor Parts
1 \1I 1)1 \ 1 1
Port St. Joe, Flonda.
Books 1939-1995 • New Ford Tractor
.com
aise
Estates Drive
1)1 Ill Ill 1 II 1! mem.
Stay in beautiful beach MCKINNEY INS.
MOVING SALE
Rmal
Parts • Implement Parts • Accessories
University homes, cottages and 166 N.5TH STREET
863
*Sullivan
Sat., June 9
For Ford. New Holland, Sidewinder,
seeks condos. Visit website.
(Louisville)
4-1/2 acres & dou
Poor Farm Rd.
Holland • Implement Pins • Oil •Elelts •
8AM-12PM
753-3500
on-line!
the Reserve
in
faculty
adjunct
3
bedrooms
5
blevvide.
Bearings • Universal Joints • Top Links •
Is ";411"
Friday & Saturday
is
Technology wwwSouthernResorts.
t
)4)111
out
Office
other
&
Draw Bars • Gaskets • 0-Rings And On
shop
baths,
7am-7
bike, wagon, kids
department. corn 800-737-2322
And On....Office Desks - Chairs - Office
489-2450,
12-01-61-111)\11
building.
Home decor.
items, clothes.
Equipment • Shop hems - Welder, Cast
Bachelor's degree in *St, George Island. FL,
293-8035
Furniture, crib, Little
some furniture,
Iron Rods & Accessories • Parts Washer •
Business Education or Beach
Vacation
REDUCED!
PRICE
Tykes Playhouse,
Press• Floor Crane And More Displays toys
related field - Master's Rentals. Only company VW 1600 engine & lots
Ilipi
s
)
111
111
construction
New
Shelving - Parts Bins
Power Wheels
preferred.
of other VW parts.
degree
offering full Concierge
1086 Robertson Rd
.‘tiy Location.
Complete Settlement Day Of Salell
753-7581 or
experiHarley, Mary Kay,
$750.00.
Professional
friendly.
Services, pet
48R 2-1/2 bath Over
ence and two years Anchor Vacations. LLC 210-4016
clothes, toys, bicycle
MOVING
3,000 square feet
viss ‘‘
teaching experience in Call 1-800-824-0416 or
cart, too much to list!
under roof. 1-1/4 acres,
SALE
l.0,et.60.E,ES"CEE
legal and/or medical
759-5406
Isit
270Call
utilities
city
CV ARM KV-270-623-8466 R0/0
management www.Vacation sByAnch
office
293-2512
1
1510
270-761-11M
14. 15. 16 inch
Machin
Ilen
Email
ih
required.
or corn
Canterbury Dr.
to:
Starting at S20
resume
Fri. & Sat.
TRUCK DRIVERS
ygodwin0sullrvan.edu
mounted
[MaiProd For Reid
7AM-7
HELP WANTED
ONAL
P.M.
INSTRUCTI
1-3
•
SUNDAY
Call 753-5606
Rain or Shine
Driving
Truck
41
4463 Kirksey Road
Awaits
Square
Career
New
UNIVERSITY
•A
PENNY Mini Storage
School Training Drivers '94 Caravan 3.0 motor
downsizing: furni.4s4sarr
You! Complete your for England, Swift & & rebuilt trans. '95 350
1300 sq. ft. to 4500 sq.
10X15 units a $35
•-1-11‘17‘orii)
ture inside, 1992
.w•
COL
21
B
Class-A or
ft CENTURY
907 Coles
Werner Dedicated runs 30 over fresh rebuilt.
VISA/MC
Camaro RS, items
Truck
at
license
Loretta Jobs
Starting '86 Chevy PU 305. Can
available.
270 293 3232
too numerous &
Rd.
nd
Campgrou
Training.
America
REALTORS
Salary $50,000+ Home install. 293-2557
added each day
"Learn to Run with The weekends! 1-866-458753 1492
PREMIER
Thurs.• 7-5
Big Dogs" 1-866-244- 3633
MINISTORAGE
Bedrooms,
3
UPSTAIRS floor 401-A
with
lot
large
on
home
Immaculate
41RUMIty Veen
Fri.•7-5
3644
-inside climate control
Maple, 4.000 sq.ft. or
ceilings
Bynum
MOVING SALE
2 baths, large kitchen. & cathedral
*Driverstorage
HiringAre
can be divided, private
*Airlines
Sat.• 7-12
Qualified 1995
Nissan
TransportCall 761-5700 for directions.
restrooms.
*Security alarmed
offices
Train for high paying drivers needed for Pathfinder, 170,000
1534 Oxford Or,
115 S. 4th Si
Services,
Realty
KE
CRYE-LEI
cabi*Safe & clean
space,
counter
Aviation Maintenance Regional & OTR posi- miles, good condition,
In Canterbury
•We sell boxes'
nets, conference room
Career. FAA approved tions, Food
grade new tires, $2.500. 2936AM-5PM
•
Fri.
LARGE
•We rent U-Hauls
270-978-0696
program. Financial aid tanker, no hazmat or 7491,210-1612
6AM-7
•
Sat.
753-9600
MULTI FAMILY
if qualified- Job place- pumps, great benefits.
ment assistance Call competitive pay. new
kitchen table w/ 4
YARD SALE
iSIUsel Cr,
2007 Rugby Dr., Murray
Aviation Institute of equipment
A Supple
back
866-GObarrel
2
chairs,
94E, 12 miles,
lritil Prim For Fent
9• 10AM-3PM
Maintenance (888)349- BYNUM. Need 2 years
June
Sat,
chairs, rose colored
follow signs
2006 Chevy Impala,
5387
experience.
AKC white Boxer pupwing back chair, douNew construction, Campbell Estates. city
24K miles, under factoFri. & Sat.
OFFICE or retail space pies. $350 761-2785
home
bed
&
brick
ble dresser
utilities, 3BR/2BA, single story
ry warranty. V-6, silver,
(sane
furniture
available. Pnme locato
frame, too much
great interior.
on 1.5 lots(.69445 acres). 2,600+ sq.ft. under
clothtoys.
antiques),
293Obedience
753-2905,
DOG
tion.
menbon...
270-2271,944 sq.ft. heated living space.
Approx.
[MestaI MIN
$16,500.
roof.
baby
ages).
(al
ing
436-2858
1480
4402
Carpet in bedrooms, 18- floor tile in kitchen
clothes, houtehold
SOLD: 1304 Kirkwood
Davidson
HARLEY
items, exercise
8c nook, bathrooms & laundry room.
silver Toyota Camry
38R IBA, garage. car- Road King Classic Too '03
MOVING SitLE
&
family
halls,
entry,
in
machine, oornputer
floors
Hardwood
759-1746. 227- pac, 1300. stock pipes. LE. 53,000 miles,
port.
1621
mac items
garage kept. Toyota
dining room. 10ft. ceilings w/cmwn molding, 1156
•
$175, Corbin solo seat. serviced, great gas
Loch Lomond
granite slab kitchen countertops. stainless
Open House Sat- Sun
502- mileage. $13,000. 759new
like
Al
$175.
Drive
appliances. maple cabinets with cherry finish.
1:00-5:00
330-4232 Princeton 4648
Need help
back patio
Master bath has lacutti tub, separate shower,
area
your
Promoting
'98 Neon. 85,000
Friday &
large walk-in closet. Bathrooms have marble
Business?
•All Size Units
spacious
miles. Great engine.
has
room
laundry
Saturday
sinks. Walk in
Alpine stereo, new
Available
7:00amcabinetry and countertops. Lawn &
Call us we win be
1994 Harley Davidson
tires. $4.000 0130
front/hack
Covered
.
be
landscaping
will
we
us
front/back
Cali
12:00noon
glad to help.
Ultra Classic Touring
'Now Have
759-0619
glad to hew
uniituie clothingporches. 2 car garage with automatic door Red. fully dressed
Tame
I
Ledger
Humpy
Control
House,
'95 Saab 9000CS.
Climate
adult & baby, toys,
opener. If unable to make the Open
270-436-6393. 270
Runs great. $3,900
270-753-1916
• "ger ,
home ciacexabons.
viewing is available at any time. For an
293-9543
978-0742
080.
0
270-759-42
treadrne
appointment, please call
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6B • I hursday, June 7, 2007

Horoscope

Calhoon Construction, LLC
D14) HANDYMAN
We do all the odd iobs

General Contracting
CommercialIResidential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office:

270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Debris Removal
Trees shaped. trimmed or removed
Stump rernos al • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service

1Yee Maintenance

Ron Frrune, Jr.
Res 270-474-(l323• Cell: 270-227-3140
"No job is complete until customer is satisfied."

Murray Ledger & nines

by Jacissam

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Friday,June 8, 2007:
You make a difference this year.
Often you might be hard-pressed
to see your value. Someone or
several people in authority could
be challenging and/or very
unpredictable. You might have
difficulty working with these
people. The issues that emerge
will need to be handled. Fatigue
stress could be high, as
and
•
226.1i5115 435-42412
demands are many. Nothing will
refresh you like a walk in fresh
air, some yoga or a similarly
!relaxing activity. If you are sinwit
gle, finding the right person and
Metal/Wm *mem% &
being in the proper mind-set
Sore Ott* Moms /1
,
lit COO Oar
could be challenging. You will
meet someone special by spring
2008. If you are attached, your
eryice
relationship could be affected bx
Trimming, removal the stress you are under. Work
stump grinding tire
together; don't let distance hapwood Insured
pen. PISCES pushes you hard.

you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

DS W
P‘INTI

•

Pilb •

41t
'4.\

11;11
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Mcipants in Grade P1

Math-A-Thon

489-2839

Cars

'Hill Electric

1994 Eagle Vision
Leather. all power, new
nice.
very
tires.
168.xx xmi., $1.800
270-753-4022

GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CAPE

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

Sinke 19146

24 Nounsainrsca
Res , Corn . lk Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

489-2609e 293-6073

753-9562

1992 Nissan Maxaria.
Very good driving car.
Body aid interior are in
fair to good shape
Keyiess- entry & sunroof. Noce Alpine stereo
system with two 12
inch subs in box
172,000 miles. 82.000.
Call 293-3705 Of 7531062 If no answer.
pipes° leave message

436 2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc Insured

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

• weekly A sr.,141 pick
• Itxally 0am-di-vended
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials 436-2867

1905 Plymouth Reliant
753-8747

A-1 Stump Removal

Fully insured

2w%gz

437-3644

ALL Pro Lawn Cars
1997 GMC customized Mowing, Landscaping
& Pressure Washing
978-5375 or 227-9424

Van 293-3742

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

becks

(270) 293-8726 OR
'004 Ford F150 6cyl . 759-5534
nanual trans. 21K. tow Chuck Van Buren
package $9,900 080

.%SPHAIX
litchell Bros.
Paving

227-7869
94 Mazda B3000 ext
cab. 6cyl auto, 83.200

.1 Ilk:1141h

753-044• 227-5b4,4
lake City Fence
& %klieg

Fr,, Estimates*
-140ed •Viarl
-Clude link -Iron
itekitirettal & co.nmerd

(270)205-2428
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng rOecks
•Vtriyi siding -All other
Home Improvements
/(270)976-2111
/Licensed 8 Insured

, • t SI 41.11% •pi 04K.'

OBO Ph 436-5759

759-0501
753-1537

I'%1

I.%%%('%NI

.1.1(.‘• IS
1005 Layton Lite travel
excellent
trailer 26

Extended

condition

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

.1.SPH A
reitins. Ni-askiesting

4.4.-55117

&

ARIES (March 21-Ann1 19)
*** Take your time. A Sudden
insight or happening could totally
throw you off-kilter Perhaps a
stronger sense of direction and
knowledge of where you are
heading might be important.
Creativity bushwhacks practical
concerns. Curb flights of fantasy.
Tonight. Race home Do a vanishing act.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Zero in on what you
want, but don't be surprised by
how the unexpected plays into
your decisions. Listen to feedback from a family member or
roommate with a touch of cynicism A partner changes his or
her stance Tonight. Find the

Photo

Math-A-Thon participants in Grade P2.

•

oui

action.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You have your hands full.
The time has come to utilize
many of your good financial
ideas Bosses or those who generally command your respect
could do the unexpected. Fatigue
colors your actions and ability to
get the lob done Tonight: Out on
the town
CANCER (Junis 21-July
Take the high road
despite strange or unsettling
news You could feel more
restricted than usual, probably
financially Know when to cut
your losses. Be imaginadive with

t

lit \Nis

11,

f •

14,44,A

0111
4711S41414:4"1"112

n)

*****

Photo provided

Math-A-Thon participants in Grade P3.

an unforeseen hese* Tonlght
Go for unusual plans
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
* Sr * A partner could feel the

ROOFING/VINYL
SIDING

270-7054696

BoAT

•

1

irithv
-

weight of your attitude If you find
others reactions a bit bizarre, try
looking within for the answer, as
270-753-2279
you are more than likely the
BACKNOE
problem Say no to risking and
RIMIIlan
Metal or Shingles
TRUCKING
LOCO/ Free Estimates 'yes to smiling Relax more.
ROY HILL.
Tonight Go along with another's
system gravel
Sei
plans
white rock
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
I NSU RA NCI.:
Sfilitonit-ruction
436-2113
*** Others want the control
Roofing. fencing. sal
Track
&
MCKINNEY INS. Dear wort
you would like A stubborn streak
ing, painting decks
comes forward and, as a result,
IN N.5TH STREET hoe
Free estimates 23
more upset could ensue Is holdyears er:PertanCe
HI NI I \i is,itiIi1
753-3500
ing your ground worth all the
(2701839-0207.
present upheaval'? Only you can
(270)8879729
answer Tonight Sort through
KAYOT pontoon 26'
STRUCTURAL remodJohnson.
100HP
your invitations before deciding
eling floor oosting
Needs carpet no trailBooting & toundaor UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** No matter what action you
ra, 82.000
repair
270-416-6229. motile
take or what you focus on, work
Gall Kerry
615431-8151
seems heavily woven in You
7061
CATHY'S
(270)247
might want to call it quits Be
2130 Chaparral Sport Wallpepering. Painting. cell 804-8979 of 'wave
patient with communication If a
limited edition 57 Itter Cisankva. 270- 227meassigs
phone call disconnects, assume
Mee:new 21 5 ft , like 8606 731-4984904
&
Ledger
THE Moray
that and not that the other
just
its
newt $19.000
Times considers
CHASE & Mike
hung up Tonight Do for
person
1929,
270-978
Slockwers Metal
sources reliable but
yourself
270 293-0029
Roofing & Vinyl
INICCUrikleS do OCCUl
21)
Readers using this SCORPIO (Oct. 22-Nov. good
Siding, 759-1065
**** You might have
at
so
do
n
mformatio
Senses 011ired
intentions. but any dealings with
meg own nsk Although
money could backfire Take no
CVITON MILUI01188 persons and compa
risks Also be careful not to lose
mentioned retain
noes
1.11M
rows
waning lama
your wallet or let money slip
are believed to be rep
LAWN SLAVIC
Aderbrushng ponds
through your fingers Romance
Murray
The
utabie.
asierways
unng
Mani(
Mowing,
has excitement woven through it,
Ledger 8 Times nor
19 yrs opionence
1. Lands/ aping
you night be stunned
though
%norm
Grog
s
employee
as
ot
any
"
SAh.N4lion Kiwi/Mere
Tonight Add that magnetism
'1704934371'
accept any reeponsibscall 753-1816
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee. 21)
sy whatsoever for thee
or TX74M11
Cleaning
DAVID'S
•• You could be carrying on
activates
Service P4/1 simmer
that per1 270-705-3655
WE mow yards. Good about this problem or
cleaning. Vinyl. fences,
-- you are
Sag
facts.
Face
son
YNCI mowing startIng In
.
435-4480
once.
(270)527-7176
lust in a grumpy mood Granted.
Ow city at St5 a yard & etc
304-8880
this type of emotional swing genpressure washing No DAVIS Handywodra.
erally isn't you but right now ius
ir1.1 'Otis too smallFree Small home repairs.
ng. windows. doors.
Tonight Soak away stress in a
seammes
decks. garages. roofhot tub
FREE house trios, CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
ing 227-9484
Must be moved
•*** You might want to try
492-8810
something very different or
unique Listen to your sixth
Free Pallets
sense especially with a stubLoeding Dock of
born alticull or depressed associate or partner Tonight Hang
Reny Laciest I MIMS
out
First Come
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Lawn &webs
**** You might wondçr what
Serve
First
trimbush
Mowing
will work at this functue You
ming gutter cfsening. TRENCHING
be hard-pressed financialcould
Piesse
782-3951
731
spring cieening &
ly Think before you react
No Phone Calls
731-336-5288
much mom
Someone in your Itte might be
becoming more and more ckffi-

812.000
warranty
1270)227-9787

provided

I.

Detailed
Houseclean'
Call Today
270)117 30

The Eagles, Kelly Clarkson, Phil(Alin%
and all of your favorites.
AIOIC MURRAY

the office
113o am
Listen at Work.

Cult. Understand rather than mecite. Tonight Play it conservatively tor a change
PISCES (Feb. 11I-March 20)
***** Your creativity opens
you up Try something very different Try seeing We from another
perspective You laugh. and others loosen up SIM, you might be
very tired from tarrying a big burden Listen to feedback You
could be more challenging
Tonight The world is your oyster

Photo provided
Math-A-Thon participants in Grace P4

Murray Elementary participates
in St. Jude charity Mathathon
ond place was Carolyn Colson
For the second year in a row, Shannon Chiles with $1.186 and
with $883.75,
was
earner
place
second
the
student
P4
ry
Elementa
Murray
The P4s earned 53,844.79.
with
on
Dickers
Michelle
Jordan Barnett was the grand
top class earner was Jill
The
prize earner with the most $790.97.
4. Starkey with 51,516.00 and sec$3,861.8
earned
P3s
The
entire
the
for
money earned
Holly
was
place
The top class earner was Chuck ond
school. Barnett, student in Jill
Bloodworth with $726.17.
Starkey's class, Blanchard with $979 and secwas also top
earner last year.
Barnett earned
51.145.00 to
help the chilSt.
at
dren
Jude's
stu-The
dents who participate in the
program learn
Barnett
to do more than
Just math problems. they also
learn the importance of helping
children who are less fortunate
than themselves,- said program
coordinators Debbie Miller and
Tonda Thomas
Since its founding in 1962 by
the late entertainer, Danny
Thomas, the survival rates for
most forms of pediatric cancer
"Cbildirarr
have nsen dramatically. St Jude
•trilossime
fully credits these successes in
*V ision
*tingling
treatment to the generous supt
•
s
*Tool
world,
the
port of people around
including the students at Murray
We Kentucky
Elementary School
orce
Werkt
Murray Elementary's grand
total for this year's Math-a-thon
fundraiser was $15,5% 89
liarnamonci Mime
The P1'. earned S3,6744
The top class earner was Dana
114scsikisms Me. KY 421411
Henry with SI.113 80 and sec271111-884-94841
ond place was Matlene Perry
ulna
ernes ilh•
14
with $1,082
s
• isigemewormi et lialleiroalwe mad am
...ose.•
2
The P2s earned 53.115,3
Illogismesessit ea II sir
The top class earner was

ATTENTIQN

KATRINA SURVIVORS

If you are a Katrina survivor
and have not received services
from the West Kentucky
Workforce Investment Board,
you may be eligible for cash
assistance and/or specialized
services.
CALL TODAY FOR
DETAIL!
1-800-928-7233

1

